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Abstract
Inventory management is a vital section of a supply chain system. In a hospital setting,
where delivering high quality patient care is a prime concern, inventory management is often
overlooked. With the ever increasing demand for products, it becomes challenging to manage
inventory in a dynamic facility such as a hospital. Although there is abundant research in supply
chain, seldom have the proposed methods found their way into execution in actual hospital
settings. Additionally, much of the literature focuses on particular aspects of the supply chain.
Current methods used in practice lead to system performance that is suboptimal, resulting in too
much or too short inventory in stock, overtime work to manage supplies, expedited shipments
and potentially substandard quality of care delivered to patients. Having the right products
available at the point-of-use is important to the efficient and effective treatment of patients. With
cost and budget constraints, merely managing demand is not sufficient. There is a need to
develop a system design which enables hospitals and healthcare institutions to implement and
benefit from methods that have been developed or are being developed for optimal inventory
management systems. In this research, we study the hospital supply chain from
manufacturers/distribution centers to the point-of-use within a hospital unit, taking into account
the integration and implementation of the various echelon of the supply chain system. In
particular, we design and develop a sim-heuristic methodology using operations research to
evaluate inventory and operational decision variables based on service level and operational
costs, subject to variability in demand and lead-time. In addition, we demonstrate the capabilities
and limitations of the methodology and compare alternate system configurations including a
(Q, r) inventory system and Kanban system.
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1 Introduction
In the United States, hospitals incur an annual expenditure of approximately $1 trillion
(CMS, 2015), which is increasing every year. Reports suggest that supply chain operations
including medical supplies, handling and inventory, range from 25 – 40% of the hospital budget
(Özcan, 2009; Darling & Wise, 2010). Clearly, hospital inventory management is a significant
aspect of hospital operations. Furthermore, there are at present 4,862 community hospitals in the
United States (American Hospital Association, 2017); 2,845 operate not-for-profit. According to
Moody’s statement in 2015, the not-for-profit hospitals are running on a median operating
margin of 3.4% (Moody’s Investor Service, 2016). Darling and Wise (2010) state that inventory
optimization can generate up to 10% savings in total hospital operating budget. Thus, the not-forprofit community hospitals have an opportunity to gain huge savings by improving their
inventory processes. However, since inventory management is not the primary purpose of a
hospital, decisions and efforts regarding streamlining inventory and operations are seldom given
high priority status. In this thesis, inventory management systems are analyzed to draw
conclusions about developing an effective methodology to deliver patient care.
A healthcare supply chain performs the following operations: Store, track, dispense,
reorder and replenish. Supply chain management involves flow of products, services,
information and finance from source to the end customer. There is an interconnected network of
people and organizations working in coordination with one another to achieve a common goal of
delivering high quality of care. A typical healthcare supply chain consists of supplier,
manufacturer, distributor, healthcare provider and the end consumer (i.e. the patients). Figure 1.1
illustrates the system overview of a healthcare supply chain. The diagram represents the key
stakeholders involved in a healthcare inventory system. Product demand is generated from right
1

to left while supply of products occur from left to right. Figure 1.2 represents the system
components under consideration in this research which are the distributor and the hospital
including the patient. In a typical hospital, the inventory may be stored at a central location from
where products are supplied to the different departments or there may be direct shipments from
an external supplier to the respective departments (care units). Depending upon factors such as
patient volume and hospital size, a hospital may opt to include a central inventory location. The
hospital is typically comprised of different units providing care. A detailed view of a unit in
Figure 1.2 illustrates a location for inventory storage within the unit and patients receiving care.
When a downstream system echelon places an order, the required products (subject to
availability) are dispensed from the upstream inventory to be sent downstream. After successive
orders when the inventory stock reaches a particular level (reorder point), an order is placed
upstream for the required quantity. This cyclic process generally applies to each echelon of the
supply chain.

Figure 1.1 – Healthcare supply chain system overview
2

Figure 1.2 – System components under consideration
The goal of a hospital supply chain is to ensure that supplies are available and accessible for
physicians and clinical staff. The patients arriving at the hospital for treatment do not wish long
waiting times. Waiting attributed to supply retrieval from central inventory location would be
particularly undesirable. If the patient is brought to the emergency department, unavailability of
supplies or ready procedure kits could lead to medical complications. If the departments do not
maintain their point-of-use inventory, the supplies delivered to the departments will need
frequent replenishments to avoid stock outs. Generally, hospitals tend to order larger quantities
and keep large on hand inventory to prevent product unavailability. Such large quantities could
end up being wasted due to breakage or expiration if unused for extended periods of time. The
clinical staff store products to minimize stock outs. A stock out due to unavailability of product,
leads to higher costs of urgent shipments and requires additional clinical staff hours to store and
replenish inventory.
3

Inventory management under the assumption of a deterministic setting is convenient but
does not represent an actual system. A hospital functions in a dynamic and stochastic setting,
hence it is important to understand the need for inventory management systems under stochastic
demand and lead times. The inventory replenishment concept for a single product is illustrated
through Figure 1.3. The impact of variable demand is seen as a result of different slopes in
demand consumption. In addition, there is an effect on the length of inventory cycle. The
demand during lead time is different for each cycle and we observe variable lead time in the
cycles. In addition, since the review is periodic, the order quantities are different every time.
Order quantity depends on the current inventory position. Due to varying order quantities for
each cycle, the total inventory at the beginning of the next cycle may be different. Inclusion of
stochastic demand and lead time makes the system closely imitate a real system.
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Inventory stored in a hospital can be classified into critical and non-critical products. A
hospital needs to have back up arrangements for critical products and equipment used for
operating patients. When a critical product goes missing, lot of time is wasted on product
tracking. This event can disrupt normal functioning of the system and lead to reduced utilization
of resources such as clinicians and reduced efficiency of the system. Since this is not an
acceptable practice for any typical hospital, methods are used to avoid such a scenario. For a
non-critical product hospitals may follow just in time principle. A hospital may directly order
such products from an external supplier on demand. The savings from supplies could be directed
towards improving quality of patient care. From this discussion we can conclude that over a
period of time, overstocking and storing inventory at multiple locations is a non-optimal method
for tracking and storing inventory at a hospital. It leads to poor accuracy of the inventory system
with respect to product demand.
A hospital inventory system may be either a centralized system or a decentralized system. In
a decentralized system, each department functions as an independent entity to carry out their
operations. The processes adopted in one department may not be similar to other departments,
and each department manages its own information system such as demand and replenishment. In
a centralized system, one system governs the functions for all departments (Ledlow, 2016).
Typically, in a centralized system, each department works in coordination with other
departments. A central unit manages and makes inventory decisions for products.
Typically, central inventory is a location for storing inventory products for a single or
network of hospitals. There are different configurations for storing inventory at hospitals. Certain
hospitals may store products at a central location, accessible to all departments while some
hospitals may order products directly from an external supplier and store products only at
5

respective departments. Sometimes in a hospital with central inventory, for a set of products the
departments may place an order directly with the distributor. In that case, the distributor delivers
products to the department, despite having a central inventory. Such a scenario is possible for
products which are used in special cases and do not have regular demand patterns. In such a case,
it might be a good alternative not to store products to avoid product expiry.
The hospitals may have the option of outsourcing ordering decisions to a third party
logistics company or have an in-house unit or department for ordering decisions. The external
company performing the inventory operation usually charges a high premium fee for their
service. The hospital simply places the order for required products and the external supplier
manages inventory and delivers the products to the individual departments. The hospital would
not be responsible for inventory (no holding cost) and would pay whatever it consumes or orders.
This reduces the possibility of product wastage due to breakage or expiration. If the hospital
chooses to have an in-house inventory system, they need additional clinicians for storing,
replenishing and tracking inventory while they save on high premium costs charged per order.
Companies working as Third Party Logistics seem to flourish and it seems there is huge
opportunity for savings by managing hospital inventory systems. The external companies
manage inventory, logistics and earn profit while the hospital solely has to manage inventory.
(Also, the profit margin for a hospital would be higher than an external logistics company i.e. it
may be economical to manage an in-house inventory system than to outsource it with respect to
cost savings). A hospital can analyze the tradeoffs and take the decision regarding hospital
inventory system to be in-house or managed by an external logistics company.
The main goal of healthcare is to deliver quality care to their patients. To perform this task
effectively, the hospital needs to confirm the availability of products needed to administer care
6

i.e. have products where they need them when they are needed. The concept of seven R’s also
known as seven rights of fulfillment (Gerald Ledlow, 2016) are useful to ensure product
availability and quality service in a supply chain system. The rights can prove to be very
effective in making inventory decisions with required information. The rights act as a checklist
to ensure the inventory management system is working as desired.
In this section an understanding of inventory management system at hospitals is developed.
Information about different inventory management systems and why there is a need to develop a
robust system for optimal inventory decisions in the hospital setting is shared. Through this
research the following potential contributions can be made to the healthcare industry:


Monetary savings: An efficient system reduces the inventory at hand. The demand is met
without excess inventory stocking. This will generate savings, which may be invested in
other hospital operations.



Determined service level at the point-of-use location: The system evaluates service level
for patients arriving to the hospital for care. The service level is evaluated per product in
each of the care units. This approach of determining service level at point of use is
different from the conventional approach of evaluating service level per inventory cycle.



Service level improvement: The system enables hospital care units to maximize service
level for combination of different products under stochastic demand and lead times.

 System design: A system design configuration for multi-product multi-echelon hospital
supply chain which integrates inventory ordering decisions with operational aspects to
maximize service level to patients and to minimize overall system cost.

7

2 Problem Statement
Advancements in science and technology have led to development of efficient tools,
which are being used by organizations in various industries to provide products and services with
high service levels to their customers. However, in healthcare unavailability of a product at the
right time may lead to serious medical complications or even loss of a life. Hence, it becomes
critical to have products available when required. Ordering decisions in a healthcare facility
influence the inventory costs. If the decisions are non-optimal, there will be either a high
premium fee for urgent shipment of products (under ordering) or wastage of products due to
expiration (over ordering). Hence, in either scenario, it becomes challenging and more desirable
to make optimal ordering decisions to minimize inventory costs and maximize the availability of
products for delivery of care to the patients.
A hospital serves patients through many departments or care units. These care units have
separate inventory storage locations. A hospital always strives to avoid running out of products,
but due to dynamic system and uncertainties from time to time a unit may run short of a product.
Thus, there is a tendency to stock more each time the hospital runs out of a type of product. Over
time, the inventory tends to grow and adds to higher inventory cost for the healthcare system.
Recent literature of healthcare has highlighted the challenges of effective management in a
multi-echelon inventory system. The literature consists of exact solutions, approximations and
heuristic methods based on certain assumptions. Berling and Marklund (2014) discuss these
methods and find them to be unsuitable for practical implementation because the methods can be
very time intensive and have restrictive assumptions. This creates an opportunity to explore and
develop an implementation plan for the inventory system in a health care facility.
Through this research, we aim to accomplish the following objectives:
8

● Design a system methodology to integrate the decision-making and operational aspects of
a hospital supply chain system that will effectively and efficiently manage inventory from
distributor to the point-of-use (patient) with the goal to minimize average system costs
and maximize service level to the patient.
● Develop and implement a sim-heuristic methodology using operations research and
simulation tools to evaluate inventory decision variables and operational decision
variables under stochastic demand and lead times in hospital supply chain.
● Conduct an experimental performance evaluation to test the capabilities and limitations
of the alternate configurations of the system design. The experiment is designed to show
how the sim-heuristic can enable comparing alternate system configurations and
evaluating trade-offs among key performance indicators such as expected inventory costs
and service level at point of use.
Through this research, we emphasize developing an integrated implementable hospital
supply chain system including inventory ordering decisions and operational aspects such that
they are convenient to employ and benefit the healthcare industry in making effective and
efficient decisions with respect to expected inventory costs and service level. Successful
completion of this research would lead to the following benefits in supply chain systems
applicable to various industries:
(i)

Efficient utilization of hospital resources such as time, personnel and products;

(ii)

Reduce expected system costs – generating savings that could be directed towards
more significant aspects of healthcare delivery;

(iii)

Maximize service level to patients; and
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(iv)

Evaluation of trade-offs between inventory cost, penalty or backorder cost, and
service level.

10

3 Literature Review
In order to suitably understand a problem and develop a solution, a review of existing and
past contributions made by researchers across the globe is required. The purpose of this literature
review is to provide an overview of existing trends in hospital supply chains. Literature review
helps in understanding the industry, current supply chain and inventory management practices
and the problems associated. In addition, literature review highlights the fact that there are many
researchers working on similar lines and direction to solve and improve the hospital inventory
system. Technological barriers, shortcomings and inefficiencies of the system are identified. In
spite of the fact that there is a lot of research in retail section of supply chain management,
healthcare has not been able to create a similar measure of intrigue due two primary reasons:
Low profit margin compared to other industries and higher complexity in hospital supply chain
due to added constraints such as patient safety and federal regulations. DeVries (2011), Varghese
et al. (2012), and Guimarães et al. (2013) emphasize that healthcare inventory management has a
lot of potential to improve its effectiveness and much needs to be accomplished in the industry.
According to Mathew et al. (2013) healthcare supply chain is quite complex. In addition, hospital
supply chains are operating as separate isolated units rather than operating as a system. In recent
years, some of the hospitals and healthcare systems have realized that there is a definite need to
improve their inventory systems (Ebel et al. 2013).
3.1 Comparison with Other Industries
Many studies state that up to some extent, practices in hospital inventory can be
compared to other industries. Hence, certain traditions followed in similar industries only upon
proper validation, will be useful to healthcare industry. Danas et al. (2006) compares hospital
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inventory with spare part inventories of production machines in manufacturing plants. There is
down time whenever a spare part is misplaced and they must minimize production delays to have
low costs. Decisions have to be made by analyzing the tradeoff between cost for production
delays and cost for maintaining safety stock in inventory.
3.2 Inventory Policies
For practical understanding a continuous review system reviews and tracks inventory
continuously. Continuous review policy requires a huge investment of time and effort, apart from
the financial investment for such a system. Though it is convenient to use continuous review for
research study purposes it is highly unlikely to be implemented in a hospital facility. Tracking
inventory continuously is fruitful only when we are able to utilize the effort. Typically
organizations across different industries have a set schedule during a day regarding when they
can place orders and receive shipments, under these practical scenario’s continuous review
strategy might be underutilized. Typically in an industry, under a dynamic setting a periodic
review policy might be better suited. The inventory is tracked periodically and the periodic cycle
is adjustable to meet different requirements such as variation in demand and lead times.
Inventory management in supply chain systems utilize established replenishment policies
such as fixed lot size model (Q, r); (Q - Order quantity, r - Reorder point) and order-up-to level
model (s, S); (S – Maximum/Order up to level, s – Minimum/Reorder point). Among fix order
quantity policy such as (s, Q) and order up to policy such as (s, S), Order up to policies have
acquired the consideration from many researchers with periodic review. Much of the past
research articles on replenishment policies have focused upon lost sales scenario. Backorders
represent that demand exceeds the available inventory to satisfy demand. Backorders track and
identify the products that are having higher demands than expected. The information is utilized
12

to update existing ordering quantity or frequency of orders. Hence, backorder is an important
metric.
Bijvank and Vis (2012) discuss that combination of backorder, order-up-to policy for
periodic inventory review is a potential area for research. They develop two models one each for
service level and capacity constraints under lost sales with no restriction on lead times. Under
service level, both the policies perform equally well. They highlight the interaction between
point of use and central inventory storage room as an important future work.
Sezen (2006) employs simulation as a tool to observe service level performance for an
order up to policy under lost sales conditions. The length of review period varies to measure any
impact on service level. The research provides insights about order up to level but solution
methodology to determine order up to level are not discussed.
3.3 Hospital Replenishment Systems
Landry and Beaulieu (2009) classify hospital replenishment systems as: perpetual and
periodic inventory. For perpetual inventory, the information is tracked for each item consumed.
Technologies such as bar code readers and biometric readers are used to capture data while RFID
enabled cards are used to identify patients and employees. RFID can also be used to track patient
movement.
For periodic inventory, supplies are ordered and delivered in batches from the central
inventory. Contrary to perpetual inventory, there is no real time inventory status record. The
periodic replenishment method can be classified into following four principal replenishment
modes:
● Requisition: Hospital worker counts inventory and estimates consumption. Products low
on inventory are requested from material management department through electronic or
13

manual requisition. Worker performs all operations from request to putting away
products in storage units.
● Exchange cart: Carts with medical supplies are placed at the point of use location in the
ward. Products are taken from the cart and consumed. The cart is then exchanged with a
fully stocked cart according to a particular schedule. For replenishment, the cart is taken
to central inventory where it is restocked. This cart will later be exchanged with the cart
from point of use location.
● Par level system: Each product has its fixed estimated reorder point determined by the
inventory worker. A worker takes inventory count of medical supplies in a ward. The
wards are chosen based on a predetermined schedule. The count is entered in the
electronic system which compares the count to the expected reorder point. Based on the
difference a product pick up list is generated for central inventory. The picked or ordered
products are delivered to the care units and stored in storage location by hospital staff.
● Two bin Kanban: Products are placed in two separate bins or two separate compartments
of the same bin, depending upon the size of the bin and Kanban quantity for the product.
When the first bin or compartment gets empty, hospital worker removes the Kanban card
or label with product information from the bin and either places it in a box or affix it on a
wall to signal the worker for replenishment. The information is updated in the system and
the worker is notified for replenishment. It can be a pick up list for products in central
inventory or a requisition for non-stock items obtained externally. The medical supplies
are replenished in the empty bins. During a replenishment cycle, product demand is met
by the second bin kept in the unit.

14

The sequence of replenishment modes follows chronological order. The goal is to make
replenishment process convenient, more accurate and more responsive to the rate of
consumption.
3.4 Perishable Inventory
As summarized by Karaesmen et al. (2011) and Duong et al. (2015), the research in
perishable supply chain has been largely confined to single product inventory management. The
interaction between multi products (with different lifetimes, demand and lead times) and their
ordering decisions has not been explored. Considering multiple products will be challenging and
represent realistic decision making.
Duong et al. (2015) highlights areas of research for perishable supply chains: Multiechelon systems and relaxation of zero lead time assumption. Past research considers zero or
short lead times, implying that inventory is replenished almost instantaneously whenever an
order is placed, which is not a realistic assumption. The assumption of zero lead times is
considered for simplifying the complexity of the problem. There have been few articles that
study two or three echelon systems for inventory management of hospital items. Many single
echelon systems have a combination of a wide variety of possible characteristics that need to be
accounted for when making ordering decisions. An elaborate study to identify the set of
characteristics on multi echelon systems is potential area for research.
3.5 Methods Adopted
Hospital supply chains have utilized multiple inventory methods to manage hospital
inventory. In this section, different inventory methods applicable to hospital supply chain are
summarized.
15

3.5.1 Linear Program
Rosales et al. (2015) explore a 2 bin system to manage efficient inventory systems in the
hospital. The author employs a linear program to formulate a model to minimize steady state
average cost per unit time. A linear program is employed to solve Semi Markovian Decision
Model (SMDP). The size of the objective function in the linear program grows linearly with N,
the number of products in the system. The author solves the model using AMPL/CPLEX solver.
3.5.2 Heuristic
Bijvank et al. (2012) explore inventory problems in hospitals for point of use locations.
The authors develop two models (one each for capacity and service level as these are the primary
concerns in a hospital supply chain) to solve inventory problems with lost sales and periodic
review with short lead times. In the capacity model, service level is maximized keeping capacity
constraints, while in the service model, the required capacity is minimized keeping constraint on
service level. Bijwank et al. contribute to research by developing a heuristic method to generate
optimal solutions for the capacity model. The capacity model indicates reorder level and order
quantity. Guerrero et al. (2013); Nicholson et al. (2004) and Rosales et al. (2014) have also
explored heuristics approach for solving inventory problems in healthcare supply chains.
3.5.3 Lagrange Multiplier
Uthayakumar et al. (2013) identify high service level and effective inventory policies as
vital concerns for hospital and pharmaceutical supply chains. The authors discuss an inventory
model with multiple products, variable lead time, constraints on available space and meeting a
desired Customer Service Level (CSL). The inventory model follows a continuous review policy
and determines optimal solutions with a minimum total supply chain cost. Solving with different
16

variables and constraints leads to complex non-linear equations, authors adopt a Lagrangian
multiplier approach. To solve for space constraints, authors ignore CSL constraints and viceversa by addition of respective Lagrangian multipliers. Employing Lagrangian multiplier
approach reduces computational time and effort. In addition, the execution of the algorithm is
convenient.
3.6 Sim-heuristics
A Sim-heuristic is a methodology that combines simulation and optimization to solve
stochastic optimization problems in fields such as supply chain and logistics. Simulation is a
technique to model and artificially reproduce a complicated system for study and analysis.
Simulation based optimization methodology focuses on employing operations research in solving
decision variables simultaneously subject to different constraints. A hospital supply chain
comprises of large set of decision variables (order quantity, reorder point, safety stock and
inventory position for each product at each location in the hospital). Solving hospital supply
chain system using simulation based optimization is impractical due to large computational
effort. A sim-heuristic approach is applicable for systems with large set of decision variables. In
addition, sim-heuristic is being successfully implemented in logistical systems to solve stochastic
optimization problems.
A sim-heuristic approach flowchart is described in Figure3.1. A sim-heuristic approach
splits the large set of decision variables in two categories. A larger subset of decision variables
are determined utilizing established optimization methods to estimate values of decision
variables under deterministic conditions. The estimated values of decision variables are an input
for the simulation model. A smaller subset of dynamic (stochastic) decision variables are
evaluated from simulation model utilizing estimated values of decision variables under
17

deterministic conditions and system parameters (demand, lead times etc.) as input for system
simulation and evaluation. The sim-heuristic output is a near optimal solution for the stochastic
optimization problem.

Figure 3.1: Sim-heuristic approach
Applying simulation based optimization for optimizing system decisions for a hospital
supply chain (large set of decision variables) is impractical due to large computation effort. Juan
et al. (2013) states that simulation (as part of Sim-heuristic) provides dynamic feedback when
integrated with optimization resulting in an improved search for the feasible solution. Though
this technique may not provide the best optimal solution, it provides a good estimate of near
optimal solutions applicable for practical implementation. In addition sim-heuristics provide
solutions to intricate real-life problems under reasonable computation time.
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Simulation alone does not account for optimization. Juan et al. (2015), describes a rich
review of literature on heuristics. Heuristics are being combined with other methodologies to
solve complex optimization problems. Juan et al. (2015) develop an approach with two
distinguishing features:
1) Mixing simulation and ad-hoc approximations thereby promoting closer integration
between optimization and simulation.
2) Creating a feedback loop between simulation and optimization to evaluate solutions
and refine analytical components of the problem in order to produce more realistic
solutions.
Alemany et al. (2016) address a vehicle routing problem using a simulation based
optimization approach. As an initial step, random assignments are done. The assignments are
then revaluated using a local search utilized in traveling salesman problem with an aim to
improve and minimize total cost. Monte Carlo simulation is used to introduce randomness in the
heuristics.
Guimarans et al. (2016) present a hybrid sim-heuristic approach to minimize expected
cost in a vehicle routing problem. A multi start framework is employed with biased randomized
versions of classical routing and heuristic problems. The approach provides robust solutions with
low expected costs. In addition, the approach is adaptable to maximize the probability of
withholding costs within limit rather than simply minimizing the expected costs.
Calvet et al. (2016) develop an approach combining Monte Carlo simulation and
metaheuristic framework. The approach enables solving large scale heuristic instances in
reasonable computing time. In addition, the probability distributions utilized in the model are not
19

restricted to only normal distributions, any random distribution can be assigned as processing
times. Ferone et al. (2016) integrate Monte Carlo simulation and Geedy Randomized Adaptive
Search Procedures (GRASP) framework to develop an approach for permutation flow shop
problem (PFSP).
3.7 Simulation in Healthcare
There are several tools available for analyzing current trends and improvements in
healthcare industry. Lebcir (2006) states that the healthcare tools (mathematical models and
heuristics) used for decision making are ineffective. The methods are unable to express the
system appropriately leading to suboptimal performance. Hospital staff has been apprehensive
about the ability of these tools to represent hospital operations accurately.
Simulation can be employed for static or dynamic scenarios. Static simulation imitates a
system at a given point in time, while a dynamic simulation imitates system as it progresses in
time. Simulation is a process to imitate a real system. As a first step, a real system is represented
through a model and then experiments are conducted on this model. Developing various “whatif” scenarios assists in better understanding of system performance over time. Additionally,
various system interactions are observed and analyzed to make efficient decisions for supply
chain system.
Simulation provides various distributions which are employed to incorporate variation in
parameters such as demand and lead times. Certain established models are applicable for
particular distributions such as a normal distribution (taking absolute values for demand and lead
times). Through simulation, models are validated and the effect of variation of parameters is
conveniently captured as result.
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Simulation finds use in many industries typically manufacturing and military applications
(Sanchez et al. 2000) but its application in healthcare has been limited. Kammoun et al. (2014)
summarize the application of discrete event simulation in healthcare. Kammoun et al. states that
discrete event simulation has been successful at an operational level but simulation has not been
applied for the development and improvement of healthcare policy in a hospital supply chain.
The goal of simulation is to provide a simplified version of real system to facilitate easy
understanding of system operation. Duan and Liao, (2013) evaluate replenishment policy for
perishable products. They propose a simulation based optimization approach to minimize
expected system outdate rate under a maximum allowable shortage level. Kelle et al. (2012)
explore inventory management for pharmaceuticals at a local storage unit within an individual
care unit. They evaluated the tradeoff between emergency refills and service level and were able
to achieve reduced pharmaceutical inventory expenditures. Arts and Kiesmüller (2013)
investigate two echelon inventory systems with two supply modes. They conclude that dual
sourcing can lead to significant cost savings.
In addition, simulation is also used in combination with other methods such as heuristics
or constraint based optimization to develop inventory policies and determine variables such as
order quantities and reorder points.
3.8 Summary
The recent literature relevant to healthcare supply chain has been summarized in Table
3.1. The majority of the recent literature has considered multiple products and single echelon
supply chain.
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Table 3.1 – Recent inventory publications in healthcare

Research on multiple products can be applied more widely than single product systems.
Systems with single echelon are isolated (independent) supply chains. These are less relevant to
realistic supply chains as generally hospital supply chains are multi echelon systems (refer to
Figure 1.1). Supply chains prefer to consider periodic over continuous review systems to review
and update inventory.
When considering the methods adopted, researchers have used simulation and linear
programming along with other methods to achieve optimal solutions in hospital supply chain.
Simulation also captures variations and uncertainties as well as assists in taking optimal
decisions for ordering and replenishing products.
From the comparison of recent literature the biggest take away is the design of system.
System design is not being considered by researchers. A system design takes into account the
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implementation aspect accounting for hospital operations and processes in a hospital inventory
system. The absence of system design raises questions regarding the feasibility and applicability
of results when any system is applied to an actual healthcare facility. An optimal value
determined by a given method may not necessarily result in an optimal decision for the system in
the absence of system design considerations. Researchers have recommended widespread
application of simulation for tracking inventory in the healthcare industry. We need to consider a
representative system where we can apply optimal decisions and observe whether the system
performs as proposed through the research. Simulation is a tool that can serve this purpose and
give better understanding to the hospital inventory staff. Hence, for this research we propose a
simulation based methodology which considers system design for tracking inventory in a multi
echelon hospital supply chain under stochastic demand and lead times.
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4 System Design and Methodology
In this section, system scope, system description and design methodology for hospital
supply chain are discussed. Research scope and assumptions emphasize system aspects
considered for system design. System description discusses inventory operations and process
flow in detail for central storage and individual care units. A two phase approach is developed
for effective and efficient distribution of products from distributor to individual care units in a
hospital subject to stochastic demand and lead times. Researchers have identified great potential
to optimize inventory operations in healthcare, as stated in the literature review section.
We propose to achieve the goal by designing a system methodology to integrate the
decision making and operational aspects of hospital supply chain to effectively manage inventory
from distributor to point-of-use (patient). The methodology implements a sim-heuristic approach
using operations research tools to evaluate inventory decision variables and operational decision
variables. A simulation model is built to integrate inventory decisions with operational aspects of
a hospital supply chain where experimental performance evaluation is conducted to test the
capabilities and limitations of the system design. Alternate system configurations and trade-offs
are evaluated among key performance indicators such as expected inventory costs and service
level at point of use.
4.1 Scope
For this research, the system is comprised of a two echelon supply chain from distributors
to point-of-use (refer to Figures 1.1 and 1.2). From a practical stand point, a periodic review
policy is assumed. A true continuous review policy is not typical in a hospital setting as
supported by Baboli et al. (2011); Bijvank et al. (2012) and Little et al. (2008).
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The system considers multiple products, distributed and stored across multiple care units
and central storage of the hospital to meet product demand. Different inventory system(s) may be
applied for system evaluation. (Q, r) and Kanban inventory systems are considered to
demonstrate system performance. A simulation model is built to accurately represent inventory
operations of the hospital. Workers represent hospital resources (man hours) involved in
performing inventory tasks and they are paid based on their utilization for supply chain
operations. The system is built for efficient tracking of hospital inventory periodically in order to
prevent over stocking of inventory and running out of inventory in a hospital. System
performance is evaluated based on key performance metrics such as total supply chain cost and
service level.
4.2 Assumptions for Simulation model
To develop a methodology, brief discussion of system assumptions is presented. The
system uses resources in the form of workers to carry out different operations such as counting,
picking, ordering, replenishing etc. The workers maybe dedicated to a particular process or cross
trained to work in units as well as the central storage. The system makes the following
assumptions:
1) System inventory operations such as ordering and replenishing are assumed to be the
same for different inventory systems. The systems may differ in processing times,
dependence on hospital resources (workers) or other attributes corresponding to system
behavior.
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2) Products are assumed to be stored and retrieved from storage shelves without special
security requirements. Unique product attributes such as size, cold storage and shelf life
are not considered.
3) Various other resources such as doctors or technicians working in the hospital are not
considered as part of the system.
4) A periodic review process is assumed for all system configurations and echelons.
5) The distributor has abundant supply of products and does not have backorders when
central inventory places an order.
6) The data collection system in the hospital required for simulation model is assumed to be
efficient and robust.
7) The demand and lead time for each day and each location is stochastic and independent
of the previous day’s demand and location.
4.3 System Description
A hospital supply chain performs many functions such as store, order, replenish, transport
& update inventory. Typically hospital workers execute supply chain operations along with their
objective of administering care to the patients admitted to the hospital. This section describes the
inventory processes at care units and central storage executed periodically in a hospital. The
inventory processes at care units and central storage are shown in Figures 4.1 and 4.2,
respectively.
Unit Process Flow
The first process in the hospital for care units is Satisfy Daily Unit Demand. Each
individual care unit has a dedicated location to store inventory. The hospital workers are
responsible to count products/bins and update inventory position based on consumption of
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products. The products are consumed based on daily unit demand for each product in each care
unit.
The next process is Review Unit Inventory where the workers evaluate inventory position
for all products. Inventory position is comprised of inventory on hand in care units and inventory
on order (in transit) from central storage. In the next process (Place orders with Central
Storage), orders are placed upstream for the products for which inventory position is below the
reorder point or if there is an empty bin (for Kanban system). The workers place orders for a
fixed quantity defined by the established optimization methods for inventory systems such as
Kanban or (Q, r) inventory system.
The process following Place orders with Central Storage is Pick orders from Central
Storage. In this process, the worker travels to central storage to pick order quantities required for
care units. The worker picks products from product shelves located in central storage.
The final inventory process in units is Replenish Unit Inventory. In this process, the
worker carrying inventory from central storage returns to the respective units. The worker then
refills product shelves within the unit with product quantities received from central storage. The
total time from placing the order, worker assignment, travel time to central storage and back,
refilling shelves at units is defined as the order lead time. Finally, the inventory position of
products are updated in the system.
Central Storage Process Flow
Similar to unit process flow is the central storage inventory process flow. Central storage
is a location within the hospital where inventory is stored to satisfy orders from care units. The
first inventory process for central storage is Review Central Storage Inventory. In this process,
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worker determines inventory position of each product by counting products stored in shelves for
(Q, r) system or counting empty bins for Kanban systems.
1) Satisfy Daily
Unit Demand

5) Replenish Unit
Inventory

2) Review Unit
Inventory

4) Pick orders
from Central
Storage

3) Place orders
with Central
Storage

Figure 4.1: Hospital Unit Inventory Process Flow

1) Review Central
Storage Inventory

2) Place orders with
Distributor

4) Replenish Central
Storage Inventory

3) Receive
Shipment

Figure 4.2: Central Storage Inventory Process Flow
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The next process is Place orders with the Distributor. In this process the worker places
orders for respective products based on their inventory position. The inventory position is
compared with the reorder point and orders are placed with the distributor. The distributor is a
supply chain entity outside of the hospital. The order information such as order quantity and time
of placing order are updated in the system.
The next process is Receive Shipment from the distributor. In this process the worker
receives shipment from distributor at the hospital dock. The worker transports the pallet to the
central storage. The shipment order is broken into individual products at the central storage.
Information such as receiving time and order quantity received are updated in the system.
Replenish Central Storage Inventory is the final inventory process for central storage. In
this process, a worker opens order shipments received from the distributor. The orders for
different products are arranged in the product shelves. The inventory position is updated for the
respective products.
4.4 Two Phase Approach
To accomplish the objectives, we propose a system methodology that focuses on design
of hospital supply chain from distributor to point-of-use. We are interested in the comprehensive
system design including ordering quantities, reorder points as well as operational aspects such as
ordering and replenishing products in care units and central inventory. An overview of the
methodology is depicted in Figure 4.3.
Evaluation of inventory and operational decision variables under stochastic demand and
lead times for a hospital supply chain requires significant computation effort and time. It
becomes difficult to optimize all decision variables simultaneously. A sim-heuristic approach is a
combinatorial two-step process comprising of optimization and simulation for solving decision
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variables under stochasticity. The two phase analysis methodology follows a sim-heuristic
approach (refer to blue box in Figure 4.3). Established methods are employed to determine
inventory decision variables such as order quantity or reorder point. A simulation model is built
to represent inventory operations occurring in a hospital.

Figure 4.3: Systems approach for inventory management
The inventory decision variables are introduced as inputs for simulation model. The
simulation model evaluates the operational decision variables such as number of workers and
review period. In addition, the simulation model provides feedback to the system based on
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performance metrics such as threshold service level, to re-optimize the inventory decision
variables.
The methodology employs Hospital System Parameters which are system inputs in the
form of average and variation in demand for each product in each care unit, average and
variation in lead time, inventory costs (holding cost, ordering cost, resource cost) and threshold
service level. The Supply Chain Design Configuration are the system design(s) to be evaluated
such as (Q, r) system, a Kanban system or other inventory system. These inputs are fed into the
two phase analysis methodology to evaluate inventory decision variables and operational
decision variables.
Inventory decision variables corresponding to system design under evaluation such as
order quantities, reorder points and safety stocks for each product within each care unit as well as
central storage are determined using established inventory optimization models. The estimates of
decision variables are utilized as an input for the simulation model (second phase) which
evaluates dynamic behavior of supply chain system to determine alternate system configuration
for ordering, picking, transporting and replenishing inventory based on overall system costs and
service level. Operational decision variables are in the form of variables such as number of
hospital workers and frequency to review hospital inventory at care units and central storage.
The results of the second phase may provide feedback into first phase and the process may be
iterated as required. The iteration results are shared in Section 5.1. The iteration is performed
until threshold service level is achieved (95%) for each product in care units.
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4.5 Mathematical Calculations for Inventory Systems
In the following section, the inventory operations are represented through mathematical
notations for (Q, r) inventory system. The notation for two phase analysis methodology is
described in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Notations for analysis methodology
Category Symbol Description
Set of locations i ∈ {0,1,...,L, where i=0 is central storage
Index Sets
𝐋

Decision
Variables
Variables

Parameters

𝐏
𝐓
Q ij
rij
D+
ijt
D−
ijt
βjt
Iijt
Bijt
Wijt
ρijt
γijt
T0jt
Fijt
Dijt
Ur
Cr
C
A
Gij

i>0 is a unit location
Set of products j ∈{1,…,P}
Time horizon t ∈{1,...,T}
Order quantity at location i for product j
Reorder point quantity at location i for product j

Demand met at location i for product j in period t
Demand not met at location i for product j in period t
Service level for product j at point of use in period t
Inventory on hand at location i for product j and period t
Backorders due to unmet demand at location i for product j in period t
Quantity of products on order at location i for product j in period t
Inventory position at location i for product j in period t
Quantity picked from location i for product j in period t
Total quantity picked from central stores for product j in period t
Emergency stock used at location i for product j in period t
Product demand at location i for product j in period t
Worker utilization in performing supply chain operations
Operational cost of worker ($/hour)
Inventory costs for units and central inventory
Minimum Service level required
Emergency stock at location i for product j

The objective of the methodology is to minimize cost including inventory costs at the
unit, inventory costs at the central storage and operational costs to carry out periodic inventory
operations subject to service level constraints of greater than or equal to threshold service level.
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Represented mathematically we have,
Minimize Z = ∑Li=0[f1 (C, Q i , ri ) + f2 (Ur , Cr )]
s.t.
βj ≥ A.

(4.1)

For this sim-heuristic approach, the first phase of two phase methodology solves an
optimization model to evaluate inventory decision variables under deterministic conditions. The
optimization model employs system parameters as inputs such as demand and lead times to solve
decision variables such as order quantities, reorder points and safety stock. The calculations are
done considering desired service level as an input. The output performance measure in the form
of service level serves as a benchmark for testing the capabilities and limitations of the proposed
approach during experimentation. The decision variables for both care units and central
inventory in the multi-echelon supply chain system are solved. In addition, approaches such as
linear programming and integer programming maybe incorporated for solving decision variables
in the first phase. The decision variables in the first phase (optimization) act as inputs for the
second phase of analysis methodology.
In the second phase of the analysis methodology a simulation model is built to represent
the hospital supply chain. The simulation model has a series of process flow (refer to Section
4.3) representing the vital supply chain operations in the system configuration being evaluated.
The process flow diagrams are generic and representative of typical order replenishment systems
such as the (Q, r) inventory system or Kanban system.
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Inventory Replenishment Process – Care Units
The first process in unit process flow is review unit inventory as shown in Figure 4.1. In
this process the hospital worker reviews inventory for all products across all units. The product
daily demand is categorized into demand met (part of demand satisfied with on hand inventory)
D+
ijt = Min[Iijt−1 , Dijt ]

∀ i ∈ L: i > 0, j ∈ P, t ∈ T.

(4.2)

and demand not met (part of demand unsatisfied due to unavailability of products)
D−
ijt = Max[Dijt − Iijt−1 , 0]

∀ i ∈ L: i > 0, j ∈ P, t ∈ T.

(4.3)

Service level is a measure of the products available to meet daily demand in units and is
determined in absolute form. The service level is evaluated as the ratio of number of product
demands met to the total number of demand for each product in each unit is
+
βjt = Dijt
/ Dijt

∀ i ∈ L: i > 0, j ∈ P, t ∈ T.

(4.4)

In a hospital supply chain, the primary goal is to provide medical care to patients. Hence,
the concept of unmet demand is unacceptable. To prevent occurrence of such an event, an
additional quantity – emergency stock is introduced in the hospital to facilitate 100% service to
patients. The emergency stock is an additional part of on hand inventory to compensate for the
variation in demand and lead times. The emergency stock at care units is determined as the
maximum unmet demand in a day during the simulation by
Gij = Maxt∈T [D−
ijt ]

∀ i ∈ L: i > 0, j ∈ P.

(4.5)

The emergency stock is consumed when regular inventory stock is unable to satisfy unit
demand. Emergency stock consumed is
Fijt = Max[0, Gij + Iijt − Dijt ]
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∀ i ∈ L: i > 0, j ∈ P, t ∈ T.

(4.6)

The inventory on hand in units is updated after demand is satisfied as the difference
between previous day’s inventory on hand and today’s daily demand,
Iijt = Max[Iijt−1 − Dijt , 0]

∀ i ∈ L: i > 0, j ∈ P, t ∈ T.

(4.7)

The inventory position of products in the units is determined as the sum of inventory on
hand and the inventory on order,
ρijt = Iijt + Wijt−1

∀ i ∈ L: i > 0, j ∈ P, t ∈ T.

(4.8)

Orders are placed with central storage when the inventory position of a product in a unit
is less than the reorder point for the product. The order is placed for quantity Q ij with central
storage by
Wijt = Q ij

∀ i ∈ L: i > 0, j ∈ P, t ∈ T.

(4.9)

The next process in the process flow at the units is picking. For picking to occur, the on
order quantity for a product in a unit is compared with the inventory on hand at central inventory.
The quantity of products to be picked for each product at central inventory on a given day is
termed as pick today. The quantity, pick today (γijt ) is evaluated as the minimum of order
quantity from units and the on hand inventory at central inventory
γijt = Min[Wijt , I0jt ]

∀ i ∈ L: i > 0, j ∈ P, t ∈ T.

(4.10)

In the event of order quantity at units being greater than the on hand inventory at central
storage for a particular product, there are backorders at the central inventory
B0jt = B0jt + Max[Wijt − I0jt−1 , 0]

∀ i ∈ L: i > 0, j ∈ P, t ∈ T.

(4.11)

The occurrence of backorders at central storage leads to partial unit order satisfaction
through on hand inventory. The partial order is met and order quantity is updated as
Wijt = Min[Wijt , I0jt ]

∀ i ∈ L: i > 0, j ∈ P, t ∈ T.
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(4.12)

The next process is delivery of products to the units. After picking, the products are in
transit (transported through carts) as it takes certain finite time for the supply chain personnel to
transfer products from central location to care units. In this process, the shipped products are
subtracted from the central inventory,
I0jt = Max[I0jt−1 − γ0jt , 0]

∀ j ∈ P, t ∈ T.

(4.13)

The last process for units is the refill of inventory. After finite time products shipped
from central inventory arrive at units. The worker in units refill products back into the storage
locations within units and the on hand inventory in units are updated,
Iijt = Iijt−1 + γijt

∀ i ∈ L: i > 0, j ∈ P, t ∈ T.

(4.14)

These processes are repeated daily in the units to manage inventory and update
information in inventory management system.
Inventory Replenishment Process – Central Storage
The inventory replenishment process flow for central inventory is depicted in Figure 4.2.
The first process is inventory review where central storage inventory is reviewed and the on hand
inventory is updated. Unlike the care units, central inventory may not have daily demand.
Central storage inventory receives orders when unit inventory falls below reorder point for a
product.
Once the central inventory is reviewed, the supply chain worker compares the inventory
position of a product to the reorder point. If inventory position falls below the reorder point, an
order is placed with the distributor,
W0jt = Q 0j

∀ j ∈ P, t ∈ T.
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(4.15)

The emergency stock for central storage is determined as the maximum unmet demand
for central storage in a day
G0j = Maxt∈T [D−
0jt ]

∀j∈P

(4.16)

The distributor is assumed to have abundant inventory. A stochastic time is spent at the
distributor on processing and shipping the order to the central storage.
The next process is to receive shipment from the distributor. Shipments from distributors
are received at the docks. The shipment is broken down and put on carts. The carts are
transported to central inventory storage location by the supply chain worker.
The final process at central storage is inventory replenishment. In this process the
products received from the distributor are kept at the central inventory storage location. In
addition, the central storage inventory is updated in the system,
I0jt = I0jt−1 + W0jt

∀ j ∈ P, t ∈ T.

(4.17)

Each of the processes depicted in Figures 4.1 and 4.2 need additional hospital resource in
form of hospital worker. Similar process flows may be employed to denote inventory operations
for other inventory systems such as Kanban system.
To illustrate the application of system methodology, two inventory systems are chosen as
design configurations under evaluation - (Q, r) Inventory System and Kanban Inventory System.
The inventory system under evaluation influences the inventory decision variables. In the
following section inventory calculations for (Q, r) and Kanban systems are discussed.
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4.5.1 (Q, r) Inventory System
The methodology takes input in the form of hospital system parameters in the form of
distribution of demand at care units, distribution of lead time at care units and central storage,
cost parameters (holding cost, ordering cost and resource cost) and threshold service level. The
system under evaluation is (Q, r) inventory system. The hospital system parameters and design
configuration are inputs to simulation model and are utilized to determine inventory decision
variables.
The decision variables for units and central inventory are calculated through an
established (Q, r) inventory model (Nahmias et al. 2015).
For products being stored in individual units, the demand is normally distributed with a
mean of λ and standard deviation ν while the lead time is normally distributed with mean of µ τ
and standard deviation στ respectively.
The demand during lead time, µ, is
µ = λµτ

(4.18)

while the standard deviation of demand during lead time, σ, is evaluated as
σ = ((µτν2) + (λ2 + στ2)) ½.

(4.19)

r = µ + (Zα*σ).

(4.20)

Q = ((2λ(K + pn[r]))/h) ½

(4.21)

The reorder point, r, is

The order quantity Q, is

where K is the ordering cost, p is the penalty cost, n[r] is the expected number of shortages in a
cycle and h is the holding cost.
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Safety stock is calculated as the product of Zα, (Z-score for desired service level α) and σ
SS = (Zασ).

(4.22)

For products stored at the central inventory, the demand is calculated as the cumulative sum of
demands from respective units while the standard deviation is calculated from half width for
each unit product combination:

and
and

λ = λ1+ λ2+…λn

(4.23)

h = (tα/2s)/√n

(4.24)

v = s2

(4.25)

where tα/2 is a value from the Student’s t-distribution at a significance level of α.
The variance is calculated as the square of standard deviation. The calculations for central
storage system parameters such as reorder point and order quantities follow similar process as
employed for the units.
4.5.2 Kanban Inventory System
Inventory decision variables are determined for care units and central storage using
established optimization methods. The Hospital system parameters are employed as inputs to
determine decision variables. The decision variables such as demand during lead time, standard
deviation of demand during lead time and safety stock are determined using equations (4.18),
(4.19) and (4.22). The number of bins are determined by conducting experiments. The bins are
varied from two to five for each product in care units.
After determining number of bins for each product in care units, bin quantity is
determined through established calculation by Loucka (2006):
BQ = (λµτ + νZα)/b
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(4.26)

where BQ – bin quantity; b – number of bins; ν – standard deviation of demand; Zα – Z score for
desired service level; λ – average periodic demand and µτ – lead time.
For products in central storage, each product has same number of bins as determined
through experiments for care units. The average demand for central storage is calculated as the
cumulative sum of demands from respective units while the standard deviation is calculated from
half width for each unit product combination (refer to (4.23) - (4.25)).
The bin quantity for products in central storage is determined similar to care units in
equation (4.26).
There are certain key highlights in the simulation model which make it relatable and
appealing from execution perspective. Some key highlights of simulation model are:
1) Demand not met: The product demand at hospital care units is met when the products
are available in the units for consumption. In case products are unavailable an order is
dispatched to central inventory and the demands that remain unsatisfied are stored in
a variable “demand not met”. This variable is employed to evaluate service level at
point of use in terms of product use. This metric helps in highlighting which products
are running short most often.
2) Pick today: In each of the care units an inventory evaluation process is executed
wherein a worker prepares a list of orders for the central inventory. All of these
individual orders for different products in various units are represented through a
variable “pick today”. This variable compares what is needed at the units to how
much is available at the central inventory and chooses the minimum of the two as the
pick today quantity. The supply chain worker then visits the central inventory to pick
the required products from the pick list and delivers them to their respective units.
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3) Inventory in transit: In the multi-echelon hospital supply chain system, inventory is
either at storage location or in transit. We have modeled processes that incorporate
times when the inventory is in transit. For example when worker is refilling products
in care units, supply chain analyst returning with supplies from central inventory,
analyst receiving shipment of products from distributor at the docks etc. Adding these
processes make system represent the otherwise ignored processes where hospital
resources and significant operational times are being utilized.
4) Time of placing orders: Typically industries have a schedule which is followed such
as when to review inventory and when to place an order. In a multi-echelon system,
we need to incorporate delivery times such as when is a good time to place an order
to receive them at the earliest possible time while considering supplier service rates.
To incorporate this, we have modeled review processes in units and central inventory
sequentially, such that the central storage has updated information (after reviewing
and replenishing care units) while placing orders with the distributor. For example the
units are reviewed at 8am, central storage is reviewed at 1pm and the orders for the
distributor are made at 2pm to use most recent information for making ordering
decisions.
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5 Simulation Implementation
Simulation is implemented through discrete event simulation to model the hospital
operations as discrete sequence of events in time. In this research Simio simulation software has
been employed to represent the discrete event simulation. The inventory processes for care units
and central storage (refer to Figure 4.1) are modeled to understand and evaluate the operational
aspects of hospital supply chain. Inventory processes such as inventory evaluation and
replenishment are modeled using Simio object servers (refer to Table 5.1). The inventory
processes require human effort or man hours. The human effort is represented through Simio
objects - workers and vehicles (refer to Table 5.1) in the simulation model. The execution of
inventory processes are discussed in the following section.
The inventory operations implemented in simulation model are shown in Figures 5.1, 5.2;
5.3. Simulation objects are explained in Table 5.1. The Simio objects are interconnected through
paths. The paths may be given selection weights to screen entities and direct them as necessary.

Figure 5.1: Unit demand satisfaction process
The first inventory process for the day is to satisfy daily unit demand (refer to Figure
5.1). Unit demand information is modeled through data tables for each care unit. The unit
demand entity creation is triggered by simulation clock and occurs periodically. Unit demand is
satisfied with on hand inventory. This process requires human effort, hence a worker arrives at
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BasicNode A1 to perform unit demand process. The unit demand entity proceeds to unit demand
sink after completing daily demand process.

Figure 5.2: Unit inventory process

Figure 5.3: Central storage inventory process
The unit inventory operations are represented in Figure 5.2. Unit source creates a model
entity called unit process, to begin unit inventory operations. The entity creation is triggered by
scheduled time event. The entity proceeds to the unit inventory evaluation process to evaluate
unit inventory. The process requires human effort in form of a worker (arrives at Basic node A).
The orders are placed with central storage for required products. All orders within a unit are
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represented by an order entity. Each care unit shares ordering information with the order entity.
The unit process entity proceeds to unit sink1 while order entity proceeds to picking process.
For unit picking process, a traveling worker (represented through vehicle) travels to
central storage with a picklist. A picklist is a summary of orders for products within care units.
The traveling worker is responsible for transporting products and carts to and from care units. At
central storage, worker picks products according to picklist for care units. The traveling worker
puts the products on the cart and prepares for transporting the products back to care units. The
worker updates the central storage inventory. Unit lead time process models the lead time for all
the products in care units. Lead time is an important statistic to evaluate system performance.
The traveling worker transports products to individual care units. In unit refill process,
shipments from central storage are replenished in the product shelves. The replenishment process
requires human effort (workers arrive at Basic node C) to refill products and update inventory for
products. After replenishment order entity gets terminated at unit sink.
The central storage inventory operations are represented through Figure 5.3. Central
storage source creates a model entity to initiate inventory operations. The entity creation is
triggered by time event and occurs periodically. The entity proceeds to central storage inventory
evaluation process to evaluate inventory for all products at central storage. This process requires
human effort to count empty bins or products in product shelves (worker arrives at Basic node
D). Orders are placed with the distributor for required product quantity. After central storage
inventory evaluation process, process entity 1 gets terminated to central storage sink1.
Distributor lead time process models lead time for central storage from ordering products
with distributor to their arrival back in product shelves. Since this process requires human effort
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outside of our research scope (distributor processes and operations not included in this research),
no worker is required for this process.
The shipment from distributor are received at Shipment receiving process in the hospital.
This process requires human effort to unload the shipment, unpack orders and load them on
carts. The traveling worker transports the carts to central storage for replenishment.
Table 5.1 – Simulation objects to represent inventory processes
System
name

Simio
Object

Inventory
worker

Worker

Traveling
worker

Vehicle

Entity arrival

Source

Object
Symbol

Description

Executes inventory
operations for unit and
central storage

Responsible for
transporting products to
and from units and central
storage
Creates model entity to
model periodic inventory
processes

Processes using the
Simio Object
Unit (Inventory
Evaluation, Picking,
Refill), Central Storage
(Inventory Evaluation,
Shipment Receiving,
Refill).
Unit (Picking, Refill)
Central Storage (Refill,
Shipment Receiving)
Unit Source, Central
Storage Source.
Unit (Daily demand,
inventory evaluation,
picking, Refill) Central
Storage (Inventory
evaluation, lead time,
Shipment receiving,
Refill).

Inventory
processing
station

Server

Executes various
inventory operations
(picking, ordering,
counting, replenishing) at
care units and central
storage.

Entity
termination

Sink

Model entity terminated

Unit sink, Central
Storage sink.

Place for worker to work
in unit or central storage

Unit (Inventory
Evaluation, Picking,
Refill), Central Storage
(Inventory Evaluation,
Shipment Receiving,
Refill).

Basic node

Basic
node
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The products arrive at central storage and are replenished in product shelves. This process
requires human effort for the worker to refill product shelves and update central storage
inventory information. The order entity gets terminated at central storage sink.
5.1 Numerical Example
A prototype model is developed to demonstrate the implementation through an example.
In this example, we represent a (Q, r) inventory control system in a simplified hospital having
three care units, five products and single distributor. A simulation model is built to represent the
inventory processes occurring in a hospital. The units receive daily demand for products. For this
example we follow the proposed system methodology (refer to Figure 4.2).
In this example as a first step in design methodology we chose a (Q, r) or a Kanban
inventory system. The system parameters including demand, lead time and inventory cost
(ordering cost, holding cost) as input for the two phase analysis methodology.
Table 5.2 – Constant system parameters
Unit
Input
Unit
Order
Service
Lead
Cost
Level (α) Time (l)
(K)
Normal (6, $5
0.95
1) hrs. (order)

Unit
Holding
Cost (h)

Central
Storage
Lead time

Central
Storage
Order
Cost
$10
(order)

Penalty
Cost (p)

$3
Normal (96,
$5
(unit/yr.)
2) hrs.
(unit/order)
Table 5.3 – Variable system parameters

Product

Unit

Demand (λ)

Std. dev. (ν)

1
3
5
2
3
4
3
4
5

1
1
1
2
2
2
3
3
3

15
14
16
17
14
12
14
12
16

5
7
3
4
7
7
7
7
3
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Central
Storage
Holding
Cost
$1 (unit/yr.)

We evaluate decision variables for units and central inventory. The hospital system input
parameters for the different units and products are shown in Table 5.2 and 5.3. The decision
variables for units and central inventory are calculated through an established (Q, r) inventory
model (Nahmias et al. 2015). The equations to determine inventory decision variables are
discussed in Section 4.5. Utilizing the inventory equations and the system parameters in Tables
5.2 and 5.3, we are able to determine decision variables for units and central inventory for all
products shown in Tables 5.4 and 5.5.
Table 5.4 – The output decision variables for Care Units
Unit
1
1
1
2
2
2
3
3
3

Product
1
3
5
2
3
4
3
4
5

DemandLT
4
4
4
4
4
3
4
3
4

r
9
10
7
8
10
9
10
9
7

SS
4
6
3
3
6
6
6
6
3

Q
137
133
141
146
133
123
133
123
141

Table 5.5 – The output decision variables for Central Storage
Product Avg. Demand (λ) DemandLT
1
15
60
2
17
68
3
42
168
4
24
96
5
32
128

r
175
205
249
221
264

SS
114
137
81
124
136

Q
266
289
430
340
397

The decision variables for care units and central storage become input parameters for the
simulation model to determine the operational decision variables. The operational decision
variables represent the hospital features which can be modified to evaluate design configuration
for efficient inventory management in the hospital. For this research, number of hospital
workers, types of workers and frequency to review hospital inventory at care units and central
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storage are considered as operational decision variables shown in Table 5.6. Simulation model
determines the decision variables directly (numerical values for decision variables)) or indirectly
(implied values of decision variables).
Table 5.6 – Operational decision variables
Operational Decision Variables
Types of Workers
Number of Workers
Number of Traveling Workers
Inventory Review Period for Care Units
Inventory Review Period for Central Storage
Worker Schedule
Traveling Worker Schedule
The simulation model is made to run for 120 weeks for both care units and central
storage. In the simulation model, inventory processes relevant to the system are executed to
represent hospital inventory processes. The simulation model includes resources in the form of
workers who perform operations such as picking, counting, ordering and replenishing. A
screenshot of data stored in data tables is shown in Figures 5.4 and 5.5.

Figure 5.4 – A screenshot of unit product table
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Figure 5.5 – A screenshot of central storage table
The Figures represent only a part of the table. (For full table with all the columns refer to
Tables A1, A2, A3, and A4 in Appendix.) The operational decision variables are determined
from the simulation model and shown in Table 5.7.
Table 5.7 – Output operational decision variables
Operational Decision Variables
Types of Workers
Number of Workers
Number of Traveling Workers
Inventory Review Period for Care Units
Inventory Review Period for Central Storage
Worker Schedule
Traveling Worker Schedule

Values
2
2
2
1 (days)
1 (days)
Day, Night
Day

The output from simulation model is utilized as a feedback to re-evaluate inventory
decision variables based on performance metrics (average service level at care units). The initial
output and output using feedback to re-evaluate inventory decision variables are shown in Tables
5.8 and 5.9, respectively. The iterative process is repeated until desired threshold service level
(95%) is met for each product in each care unit.
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Table 5.8 – Inventory decision variables before feedback
Unit
1
1
1
2
2
2
3
3
3

Product
1
3
5
2
3
4
3
4
5

DemandLT
4
4
4
4
4
3
4
3
4

SS
4
6
3
3
6
6
6
6
3

Q
137
133
141
146
133
123
133
123
141

AvgSLU
0.9342
0.9387
0.9322
0.9329
0.9407
0.9500
0.9369
0.9461
0.9399

Table 5.9 – Inventory decision variables after feedback
Unit
1
1
1
2
2
2
3
3
3

Product
1
3
5
2
3
4
3
4
5

DemandLT
7
9
8
9
7
7
9
8
10

SS
6
11
5
6
10
9
11
10
8

Q
139
136
143
148
135
126
136
126
143

AvgSLU
0.9580
0.9677
0.9676
0.9579
0.9690
0.9804
0.9798
0.9770
0.9741

The sim-heuristic approach provides system performance regarding the dynamic behavior
of supply chain and evaluates the inventory decision variables and the operational decision
variables. The combination of inventory and operational decision variables are employed to
determine alternate scenario configurations. The alternate configurations are compared through
statistical analysis, discussed in Section 6.7. For this numerical example, the single configuration
is represented in Table 5.10.
Performance metrics such as System service level, System inventory cost, System
resource cost are determined. The service level is compared to threshold service level to analyze
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system performance. For this example (input service level of 95%), we obtain results displayed
in Table 5.11.
Table 5.10 – System Configuration for small hospital example
System Configuration
Types of Workers
Number of Workers
Number of Traveling Workers
Inventory Review Period for Care Units
Inventory Review Period for Central Storage
Worker Schedule
Traveling Worker Schedule
Unit Inventory Decision Variables
Central Storage Inventory Decision Variables

Values
2
2
2
1 (days)
1 (days)
Day, Night
Day
(Q, r)
(Q, r)

Table 5.11 – Simulation experimentation results
Input
Service
Level
95%

System
Service
Level
97.01%

Average
Inventory
Cost ($)
11,346

Resource
Cost
($)
85,662

Total
System
Cost ($)
97,008

The simulation model employs data tables to store decision variables for different care
units and central storage. The use of data tables makes the model scalable, by addition of rows
for additional products and care units to represent small or large hospitals. This flexibility gives
an opportunity to test different sizes of hospitals or healthcare facilities. Workers are
designed/modeled explicitly as they form an important part of the model. Hospital workers are
available to work for hospital operations based on a work schedule. The work schedule is based
on hospital operations. Hospital workers may work for single or multiple shifts in a day
depending upon the hospital operations. For this research the worker works for two shifts starting
6am. The traveling worker works for a single shift starting 7am.
Workers performing inventory operations provide vital information such as deciding
optimal number of resources, and when can they be utilized in non-inventory operations (care for
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patients, miscellaneous operations). The scalability makes the model applicable to different
hospitals with different unit-product-central storage combinations.
5.2 Verification and Validation
The system behavior becomes complex with multiple processes operating in a medium to
large hospital representation. Hence, the initial system is modelled for a small hospital. The
different processes are built with logic and the results are analyzed. The animation of the
simulation model is a generic method to observe system behavior.
Employing data tables is essential to visualize the decision variables at any point of time
during the simulation run. Logical inventory checks such as unit inventory position equals sum
of inventory on hand and inventory on order validate the inventory calculations. Sum of unmet
demand and demand met equals the total demand for a product in a care unit.

Figure 5.6: Inventory position of product 1 in unit 1.
In addition, status plots are graphical means to represent any decision variable. The status
plot marks the value of state variable over the simulation run. For example while plotting service
level the values must always be positive and less than 100%.
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Figure 5.6 illustrates the validation of inventory position of product 1 in unit 1 through
status plots. The product has an order quantity of 137, a reorder point of 35 and a safety stock of
4. The product inventory position varies from 0 to 176 as represented by Figure 5.6.
Similarly we can observe Figure 5.7 which illustrates inventory position of product 1 in
central storage for product 1. On analysis we observe different ordering frequencies for units and
central storage. Inventory position of product 1 varies from 0 and 554 (order quantity 266,
reorder point 174, safety stock 114).
Status labels provide crucial information about the system such as number of entities
waiting to be processed and number of entities in the system. Color coding is a method to
distinguish different model entities or the state of worker. Assigning different colors for worker
when busy and idle highlights whether work schedule is appropriately followed.

Figure 5.7: Inventory position of product 1 at central storage.
5.3 (Q, r) System
The simulation model begins operations at 6am every day. The two echelons follow
routine daily processes as described in Figures 4.1 and 4.2. Demand is modelled as a random
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normal distribution which represents products consumed from units the previous day. Units store
the products in a product mix which is randomly assigned but remains fixed during the
simulation. Each unit can have one or more distinct products to serve the patients.
For the units, the daily process begins with satisfying unit demand. The worker counts
products and updates information in the system. The inventory is reviewed to determine
inventory position of products. After review, if a particular product’s inventory position is below
reorder point, an order is placed with central inventory. Inventory position comprises of
inventory on hand and inventory on order. In case upstream echelon does not have sufficient
products on hand, partial demand is satisfied with upstream on hand inventory. Once an order is
placed, a supply chain worker creates a pick list. The pick list includes the products within a unit
that need replenishment with the required quantities. The worker then visits central inventory to
pick products from the pick list. The traveling worker then transports the products back to
respective units and a worker replenishes products in their respective storage locations.
The daily process for the central inventory begins with inventory review. Similar to units,
the inventory position is compared with reorder point. An order is placed with the distributor if
inventory position is below the reorder point. The hospital receives shipment from the distributor
during the dock shipment process. The traveling worker then transports the products to the
central inventory storage location. A worker then replenishes the respective products. The
process is shown in Figure 4.2. All processes take realistic time and man hour resources to
execute operations. The man hours are converted to operating cost ($ per hour) based on the
utilization of the resource.
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5.4 Kanban System
Kanban system employs Kanban bins for storing products. The bin quantity for each
product in individual care units or central storage is determined using available Kanban
calculation [Loucka, 2006] as discussed in Section 4.5.1. The number of bins for each product
are determined using an experiment on a case to case basis. The number of bins are varied from
2 to 5 and experiments are conducted to analyze tradeoffs between cost (holding cost, ordering
cost) and average service for products at care units.
An empty bin in Kanban system is a signal to supply chain worker for replenishment. The
system begins with all filled bins in care units and central storage. During unit inventory
evaluation process, a single order is created for a unit representing all orders from the products of
the specified care unit. The worker carries empty bins to central storage for replenishment.
Central storage replenishes the products from on hand inventory. The filled bins are then
transported back to respective care units. In the event of central storage not having enough
inventory to replenish the order, the bin stays in the central storage for shipment to arrive from
the distributor.
The daily processes at units and central inventory location for Kanban system are similar
to (Q, r) inventory system. The worker has to count the number of empty bins in the unit and
central inventory to update the information in the system.
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6 Experimentation
To test the capabilities and limitations of the methodology an experimental performance
evaluation is performed. In particular the experiments are designed to compare alternate system
configurations. The goal is to enable the hospital decision maker to compare alternative scenarios
based on tradeoffs between key performance metrics such as system inventory cost, system
resource cost, system service level and minimum service level at the care units.
In this section we discuss the experimental setup consisting of hospital inventory system.
The inventory system represents a medium to large hospital with care units and central storage.
Performance metrics are discussed for comparing alternate scenario configurations for inventory
system(s). Next we discuss about experimental factors for the hospital inventory system. The
experimental factors are given bounds to generate experimental scenarios. Among the
experimental scenarios generated, poor scenarios are screened using preliminary simulation runs.
In the next section we discuss about (Q, r) and Kanban system results through performance
metrics. Next we discuss about statistical comparison of scenario configurations for each
inventory system. The statistical analysis is conducted by multiple means comparison (Tukey’s)
test. Statistical analysis yields results to perform system level comparison between (Q, r) and
Kanban system scenario configurations. In the next section we discuss the results and summarize
results through a discussion. In the final section we present conclusions and scope of future work
regarding this research.
6.1 Experimental Setup
A simulation model is built to demonstrate inventory operations and activities of a
representative hospital. The representative hospital comprises of following attributes shown in
Table 6.1
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Table 6.1 – Attributes for representative hospital
Hospital Attributes
Hospital System
Each Unit Stores
Product Unit Combinations
Inventory Systems under Evaluation
Threshold Service Level (for patients)
Scenario Replications
Run time
Warm up period

Attribute Values
50 Products, 10 Care Units
20 Products
200
Kanban and (Q, r) system
95%
30
104 weeks
16 weeks

The hospital system in this experiment includes 50 products randomly distributed among
10 care units. Each care unit stocks and uses 20 products leading to 200 product-unit
combinations. The products are randomly allocated to each care unit in the system. The units
receive daily demand for products. An execution of proposed methodology (refer to Figure 4.3)
for both system types i.e. Kanban system and (Q, r) inventory system are discussed in the
following section.
6.1.1 Kanban System
A Kanban system is selected to be designed and implemented in the hospital. System
parameters such as demand for different locations, lead times and inventory cost (holding,
ordering, resource cost to pay workers) are determined as input for the proposed methodology.
The system specific input data is shared in Table 6.2. Product specific demand data for care units
is shared in Tables A5 – A10 in the Appendix.
Table 6.2 – Hospital system parameters
Hospital System Parameters
Input Service Level
Unit Lead Time
Unit Order Cost
Unit Holding Cost
Central Storage Lead Time
Central Storage Order Cost
Central Storage Holding Cost
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Parameter Values
0.95
Normal (6, 1) hours
$5 (per order)
$3 (per item per year)
Normal (96, 4) hours
$10 (per order)
$1 (per item per year)

Inventory decision variables are determined for care units and central storage. The system
parameters (refer to Table 6.2) are employed as inputs to determine decision variables. The
decision variables such as demand during lead time, standard deviation of demand during lead
time and safety stock are determined using equations (4.18), (4.19) and (4.22). The number of
bins are determined by conducting experiments. The bins are varied from two to five for each
product in care units.
For products in central storage, each product has same number of bins as determined
through experiments for care units. The average demand for central storage is calculated as the
cumulative sum of demands from respective units while the standard deviation is calculated from
half width for each unit product combination (refer to Sections 4.5.1 and 4.5.2).
The decision variables for central storage such as demand and safety stock are shared
through Tables A11 – A12 in the Appendix. The decision variables for care units and central
storage become input parameters for the simulation model. The simulation model runs for 120
weeks (104 weeks run time, 16 weeks warm up period) for both locations. Operational decision
variables are stored as state variables in data tables (for care units and central storage).
During the entire length of simulation run, inventory processes are executed and
corresponding calculations are made to determine decision variables. Performance metrics
including average unit service level and total supply chain cost of the system are determined.
6.1.2 (Q, r) System
A (Q, r) system is selected as a system to be designed and implemented in a hospital.
System parameters such as daily demand for care units, unit lead time and central storage lead
time and cost specific input data is shared in Table 6.2. The product specific input demand data
for care units is shared in Tables A5 – A10 in the appendix.
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Employing the system parameters, inventory decision variable for care units and central
storage are determined. Average demand for products in central storage is evaluated as
cumulative sum of demands from respective units while standard deviation is determined from
half width for all products (refer equation 4.22 through 4.24). The operational decision variables
are determined through inventory processes and stored as state variables in data tables.
In the next section we discuss steps to conduct performance evaluation and
experimentation on both the inventory systems.
6.2 Performance Metrics
For this experiment, there are several performance metrics which assist the decision
maker in comparing alternate scenario configurations. In this section, we discuss the
performance metrics in detail as shared in Table 6.3.
Table 6.3 – Performance metrics with acronym and full form
Acronym
OrCost
HCost
RCost
CSESCost
UESCost
AvgSLU
SLAbove
MinSL
AvgSLCS

Performance Metric full form
Total Ordering Cost (care units and central storage)
Total Holding Cost (care units and central storage)
Resource Cost (effort cost based on worker utilization – dollar/hour)
Central Storage Emergency Stock Cost
Unit Emergency Stock Cost
Average Service Level at Units
Service Level Above Threshold (95% for this experiment)
Minimum Service Level observed at Unit
Average Service Level at Central Storage

Total Ordering Cost (OrCost) is the combined inventory ordering costs from care units
and central storage. Total Holding Cost (HCost) is the combined inventory holding cost for
products stored in care units and central storage. Together OrCost and HCost represent the total
inventory cost for the system. Resource Cost (RCost) is the cost generated due to man hours
required to perform inventory operations in the hospital. The Resource Cost is estimated based
on worker utilization for inventory activities.
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Central Storage Emergency Stock (CSES) Cost is the total cost of all the products stored
as emergency stock at the central storage. CSES Cost comprises of holding cost and ordering
cost for each product being stored. Similarly Unit Emergency Stock (UES) Cost is the total cost
of all the products being stored as emergency stock at different care units.
Average Service Level at Units (AvgSLU) is the average of service level for all products
stored across different care units. First we determine the service level for each product in each
individual care unit. Then we take an average of the different service levels to determine
Average Service Level at Units. Service Level Above Threshold (SLAbove) is the fraction of
products which have unit service level above the threshold service level. For this research, we
have assumed threshold service level of 95%.
Minimum Service Level at Units (MinSL) is the minimum service level for a product
observed at any individual care unit. This metric combined with AvgSLU and SLAbove
illustrates system performance with respect to service level for a product in the system. Average
Service Level at Central Storage (AvgSLCS) is the average of service level for all products
stored across different care units. This metric provides valuable information particularly when
unit service level falls below the threshold.
6.3 Experimental Factors
In this section we discuss experimental factors employed for this experimentation. The
factors are classified into following categories: System type, Inventory decision variables, and
Operational decision variables. We will discuss each category of factors in the following section:


System type: System type is the inventory system being designed and evaluated for
hospital supply chain. In this research, we incorporate a Kanban system and a (Q, r)
system for demonstration purposes. Each inventory system has specific attributes which
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are represented through inventory ordering factors (order quantity, reorder point and
operational aspects factors (review period – frequency to review inventory, number of
worker, and number of traveling worker).


Inventory decision variables (factors): Inventory factors are the order quantities and
reorder points for each product in care units and the central storage. The inventory
decision factors are evaluated through established optimization methods. For (Q, r)
system they are order quantity, reorder point, safety stock while for Kanban system they
are bin quantity and number of bins for each product. The inventory factors are an input
for the simulation model to determine operational decision factors.



Operational decision variables (factors): For this experimentation, operational factors
constitute the review period, number of resources required to perform inventory
operations and the type of workers. The operational factors and inventory factors together
generate alternate scenario configurations. During performance evaluation of system
configurations, a feedback loop is employed to send feedback from the simulation model
to re-evaluate inventory factors as required. Review period is further classified as review
period for central storage and review period for care units. Different type of workers may
be working to perform inventory operations in the hospital. We have employed two types
of workers – a worker and a traveling worker. We discuss the operational factors in the
following section:


Review period for central storage (RP – CS): Central storage stores products to
satisfy product demand from care units. Central storage is reviewed periodically
to determine inventory position of products stored in the central storage of the
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hospital. Inventory review period is considered in number of days and it requires
man hours to review inventory.


Review period for care units (RP – U): The individual care units serve the patients
through the use of products. The units store products to satisfy patient demand.
Similar to central storage, the inventory for units is reviewed periodically to
determine inventory position for different products. Inventory review requires
workers to review and update inventory information in the system.



Number of workers (N1, N2): Workers are present in the hospital to perform
inventory operations at central storage and care units. The workers are paid for the
amount of time spent to execute inventory activities such as ordering, counting,
picking and replenishing. The workers may be dedicated to working for particular
operation and location or may be cross trained to perform multiple operations and
work at several locations.



Number of traveling workers (T): Traveling workers are employed to transport
products from one location to another, within the hospital. Traveling workers
transfer carts with products from central storage to care units and receive
shipments from distributor. Traveling workers also get paid based on their
utilization.

6.4 Determining Experimental Scenarios
Experimental scenarios are generated from the simulation model by incorporating
experimental factors for the inventory system under consideration. Experimental scenarios
depend upon experimental factors. A large number of experimental scenarios may be generated
as a result of combination of values from different experimental factors. Performance evaluation
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of all experimental scenarios will require substantial computation time and effort to achieve
optimal or near optimal solutions. Hence, it is necessary to narrow down from a large set of
experimental scenarios to a sub set of scenarios with best combination of experimental factors
for the hospital supply chain.
Initial runs are conducted to estimate lower and upper bounds for each experimental
factor. Additional runs are conducted to filter out scenarios with poor solutions. A subset of
scenarios including significant good solutions are generated to compare and analyze system
performance. For this research, a sequential search approach is adopted to test experimental
scenarios. The sequential search is based on the concept of testing multiple scenarios by varying
experimental factors between upper and lower bounds to evaluate scenario performance based on
performance metrics. Analysis of results from preliminary runs highlights worker utilization.
This information assists in evaluating an upper bound for workers.
Bounds for review period at central storage (RP – CS) and review period at units (RP –
U) are determined from results of preliminary runs. Inventory utilization increases significantly
if locations are reviewed beyond two days. High variability leads to high risk of running out of
inventory at both central storage and care units.
In Section 3.3 different systems of hospital inventory management are discussed. Inventory
methods such as Kanban system, (Q, r) system exist and may be implemented in a hospital for
managing inventory. In this research, two adopted methods – (Q, r) and Kanban system have
been considered to demonstrate proposed methodology.
On analysis of multiple scenarios for each system, a subset of 16 experimental scenarios are
chosen for performance evaluation. For consistency each system (Kanban and (Q, r)) has equal
number of scenarios from each review period. The approach to select and test scenarios followed
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in this research is not a restriction to the methodology. Appropriate alternative methods may be
adopted to select and test experimental scenarios for the methodology. The experimental
scenarios applied in this research are shared in Tables 6.4 and 6.5. The workers and traveling
workers work as per daily schedule which is shared in the following section:
N1 – Hospital workers working in morning shift (6am – 3pm with alternate hour of lunch)
N2 – Hospital workers working in evening shift (3pm – 12am with alternate hour for lunch)
T – Transportation workers working in day shift (7am – 4pm with alternate hour for lunch).

Operational
Factors
Worker (N1)
Worker (N2)
Traveling w. (T)
RP – CS (days)
RP – U (days)

1
2
0
2
1
1

Table 6.4 – (Q, r) system operational factors
(Q, r) system
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
2 2 6 2 2 2 6 2 2 2 6 2 2 2 6
2 2 2 0 2 2 2 0 2 2 2 0 2 2 2
2 4 2 2 2 4 2 2 2 4 2 2 2 4 2
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
1 1 1 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2

Table 6.5 – Kanban system operational factors
Operational
Kanban system
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
Factors
Worker (N1)
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6
Worker (N2)
0 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 2
Traveling w. (T)
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
RP – CS (days)
1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2
RP – U (days)
1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
For illustration purposes, inventory decision variables are determined for a particular
scenario in Kanban inventory system with following configuration as follows:
Table 6.6 – Scenario Configuration Values
Operational Factors
Number of Workers (N1)
Number of Workers (N2)
Number of Traveling w. (T)
Review Period – Central Storage (days)
Review Period – Care Unit (days)

Values
4
0
2
1
1

N1 – Hospital workers working in morning shift (6am – 3pm with alternate hour of lunch)
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N2 – Hospital workers working in evening shift (3pm – 12am with alternate hour for lunch)
T – Transportation workers working in day shift (7am – 4pm with alternate hour for lunch)
For each scenario configuration (represented through Table 6.6), inventory decision
variables are evaluated for care units and central storage at the hospital. In total, there are 750
inventory decision variables which are evaluated utilizing established methods. The values of
inventory decision variables are shown in Table 6.1. Letter ‘L’ represents location (L=0: central
storage, L>0: Care units [1…10]) and ‘P’ represents product number.
Table 6.7 – Inventory Decision Variables for Kanban System
Kanban System
(L = 0, P=1)
(L = 0, P=2)
(L = 0, P=3)
(L = 0, P=4)

b
2
2
3
2

BQ
356
307
180
273

G
89
82
43
57

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

Similarly for a (Q, r) inventory system, an illustration is shown to determine inventory
decision variables for a particular scenario as follows:
Table 6.8 – Scenario Configuration Values
Operational Factors
Number of Workers (N1)
Number of Workers (N2)
Number of Traveling w. (T)
Review Period – Central Storage (days)
Review Period – Care Unit (days)

Values
2
0
2
1
1

N1 – Hospital workers working in morning shift (6am – 3pm with alternate hour of lunch)
N2 – Hospital workers working in evening shift (3pm – 12am with alternate hour for lunch)
T – Transportation workers working in day shift (7am – 4pm with alternate hour for lunch)
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For each scenario configuration (represented through Table 6.7), inventory decision
variables are evaluated for care units and central storage at the hospital. In total, there are 750
inventory decision variables which are evaluated utilizing established methods. The values of
inventory decision variables are shown in Table 6.1. Letter ‘L’ represents location (L=0: central
storage, L>0: Care units [1…10]) and ‘P’ represents product number.
Table 6.9 – Inventory Decision Variables for (Q, r) System
(Q, r) System
(L = 0, P=1)
(L = 0, P=2)
(L = 0, P=3)
(L = 0, P=4)

Q
294
275
202
263

r
219
211
130
87

G
164
157
114
87

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

6.5 (Q, r) System Results
The (Q, r) system is represented by 16 scenario configurations. The scenarios are
represented in Table 6.4. The simulation is run and results are observed for 30 replications.
Figure 6.1 summarizes the Annual inventory cost breakdown for all scenarios. The
stacked up column chart comprises of five components of cost (refer to Table 6.3). Ordering cost
and Holding cost, together comprise the inventory cost for the care units and central storage
during the entire length of simulation. Resource cost reflects the total cost to perform inventory
operations.
The emergency stock is considered separate from the regular on hand inventory. Together
these five components form the Annual supply chain cost for the (Q, r) system shown.
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(Q, r) System - Breakdown of Annual System Cost
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Cost in USD
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Figure 6.1 – Individual cost components for (Q, r) inventory system
It is important to evaluate the tradeoffs between system cost and service level to
effectively illustrate performance of each scenario configuration. The tradeoffs are represented
through a double axis combination chart as shown in Figure 6.2.
On one axis the supply chain cost (in USD) is reflected through stacked column chart
while the other axis uses a decimal scale to represent average service level at units (AvgSLU)
and fraction of products above threshold service level (SLAbove). In addition, the scenarios are
sorted in decreasing order of average service level at care units. The combination chart simplifies
the comparison of scenarios for evaluating tradeoffs between cost and service level. Average
service level for units is the average of service level of all the products across all units in the
hospital. Another important metric, SLAbove reflects the fraction of products meeting the
threshold service level of 95%.
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(Q, r) System Results - Resource Utilization Cost
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Figure 6.2 – Tradeoffs between service level and supply chain cost
6.6 Kanban System Results
The Kanban system comprises of 16 scenarios shown in Table 6.5 to perform
performance evaluation through experimentation. The simulation model is run for 30 replications
to compare alternate scenarios and analyze tradeoffs among different feasible solutions. The
results are summarized through Figure 6.3.
The Annual system cost is broken down into individual cost components for all scenarios
(refer to Table 6.3). The breakdown assists in better understanding of system behavior. The
stacked column chart comprises of five cost components – Ordering cost, Holding cost, Resource
cost, Central Storage Emergency Stock Cost and Unit Emergency Stock Cost. The Ordering and
Holding cost constitute the inventory cost from regular stock to satisfy hospital demands.
Resource cost represents the man hours or effort required to execute inventory operations in the
hospital. Emergency cost illustrates the cost of products used to satisfy demand which could not
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be met from regular stock. The Emergency stock is considered separate from regular stock.
Together these five components form the total system supply chain cost.
Additionally, it is important to understand and evaluate the tradeoffs between total
system supply chain costs and service level at care units. The tradeoffs are represented through a
double axis combination chart in Figure 6.4. The supply chain cost is represented on one axis
through stacked column chart while the other axis uses a decimal scale to represent service level
and fraction of products above threshold service level represented through scatter plot. Both the
axes have corresponding scales for appropriate representation.
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Figure 6.3 – Individual cost components for Kanban system
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Kanban System Results - Resource Utilization Cost
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Figure 6.4 – Tradeoffs between service level and supply chain cost
The combination chart simplifies the comparison of scenario for performance evaluation
in cost and service level. Average service level for care units is the average of service level of all
the products across all units in the hospital. SLAbove reflects the fraction of products above the
threshold service level of 95%.
6.7 Statistical Comparison of Alternatives
Statistical analysis is performed to compare alternate scenario configurations. For this
research, a multiple means comparison test (Tukey test) is conducted to analyze difference in
means of scenarios for each performance metric. The statistical analysis ranks the scenarios
based on their performance. A statistical test for pairwise comparison of multiple means with a
significance level of 95% is performed to compare alternate scenario configurations based on
performance metrics.
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Tukey multiple means comparison test
Statistical significance provides evidence for statistical difference between set of values.
For all scenario configurations, it was necessary to understand the difference between scenario
performance across metrics such as Annual cost and Service level. Tukey’s multiple means
comparison test is implemented to understand difference between mean values of a metric for
each scenario. Tukey’s multiple means comparison test is conducted to determine which means
among the given set of values of a metric differ from one another. The test gives an
understanding about statistical significance in difference of means and enables scenario
comparison.
The Tukey’s test is performed in Minitab 17. There are 30 replications for each scenario
to undergo Tukey test and determine difference in means. The data for multiple replications for
each scenario is obtained from Simulation model (Simio). This data is then imported to Minitab
and a Tukey test is performed. The test ranks scenario performance in descending order and
creates groupings based on the criteria of highest value is most desirable.
Annual system cost, Average service level at units and Fraction of products above
threshold service level are chosen as the metrics to perform Tukey test. Tukey test ranks and
selects scenario performance from highest to lowest. For certain metrics such as Annual system
cost, the scenario results are rearranged in ascending order (since lower cost is best). The results
for (Q, r) system and Kanban system are displayed in Figures 6.5 and 6.6 respectively.
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Figure 6.5 – Tukey test results for (Q, r) system

Figure 6.6 – Tukey test results for Kanban system
In this research The Tukey test is performed on three specific metrics Average service
level at care units, Products above threshold Service level and Total system cost. The multiple
means comparison test highlights the significance of means and the difference between the
means for each metric. The result assists the hospital decision maker with information to
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compare and to choose the best alternative for each system based on tradeoffs between total cost
and service level at units.
Tables 6.10 and 6.11 present the summary information after conducting Tukey multiple
means comparison test for (Q, r) and Kanban system. For each metric the scenarios are ranked in
the descending order. Table 6.10 lists ranking of scenarios based on their performance in a
particular metric (independent of other metrics). For example in Table 6.10, scenarios 7, 4, 15
and 6 have highest average service level at care units while scenario 13 has the lowest average
service level. For Total cost, high ranking solution signifies low cost. The results from summary
table are utilized to compare alternate scenarios and screen out solutions.
Table 6.10 – (Q, r) system Tukey test scenario summary tables
AvgSLU
7, 14, 15, 6
6, 16, 14, 8
12
3
11, 2
10
9, 1
5
13

SLAbove
4, 7, 15, 6
7, 15, 6, 16, 8
15, 6, 16, 8, 14
12
3
11, 2
10
9, 1
5
13

Total Cost
1,9
5, 13
11, 3
10
2
12, 4
14, 7
6, 15, 16
8

Table 6.11 – Kanban system Tukey test scenario summary tables
AvgSLU
10, 12, 14, 16, 6, 8, 13
13, 4, 2
2, 15
9
11
5
7
3
1

SLAbove
13, 10
10, 16, 14, 12
6, 8
15
4, 2
2, 9
5, 11
11, 7
1, 3
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Total Cost
1
3
7
5
11
9, 13
15, 2
2, 12, 10
4, 8
8, 6, 16, 14

On analysis from Table 6.10, following scenarios are selected for (Q, r) system: Q7, Q4,
Q15, Q6, Q16, Q14 as they perform exceptionally well in AvgSLU and SLAbove with
reasonable costs. In addition, each scenario has an AvgSLU above threshold of 95%. Similarly
on analysis from Table 6.11, following scenarios are selected for Kanban system: K10, K12,
K14, K16, K6, K8, and K13 as they perform within top three ranking categories of AvgSLU and
SLAbove. Also, each scenario chosen has an AvgSLU above threshold of 95% service level.
6.8 System Level Comparison (Kanban vs (Q, r) system)
Analyzing the results from Tukey test for each system, best scenarios are selected to
perform system level evaluation. For Kanban system scenarios (K10, K12, K14…K13) are
selected and for (Q, r) system (Q7, Q4….Q14) are selected. The selection is made for the
scenarios meeting the criteria of threshold service level (95% service level for this research).
Scenario P7 offers 96.85% Average service level for care units at $2.1 million per annum. In
addition, 96.51% of products have service level above 95% for the scenario. In other words,
3.5% of products have service level below 95%. This information highlights that majority of
products meet the threshold service level. Additional information is shared in Table 6.12 for
different scenarios and performance metrics such as Worker Utilization (W Util.) and Traveling
worker utilization (T Util.).
For Kanban system scenario K13 provides 95.787% Average service level to care units at
a total cost of $1.71 million per annum. From all the products in Kanban system, 87.67% of
products have a service level of 95% or higher for the scenario K13. Additional information is
shared in Table 6.13 for scenarios along with performance metrics.
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Table 6.12 – (Q, r) system scenario comparison
Scenario
Q7
Q4
Q15
Q6
Q16
Q14

Metrics
Mean
(St. dev.)
Mean
(St. dev.)
Mean
(St. dev.)
Mean
(St. dev.)
Mean
(St. dev.)
Mean
(St. dev.)

Total Cost
$ 2,188,297
($ 7,703)
$ 2,191,673
($ 8,045)
$ 2,255,435
($ 8,676)
$ 2,256,947
($ 6,310)
$ 2,372,202
($ 8,640)
$ 2,376,327
($ 11,074)

AvgSLU
0.9685
(0.0014)
0.9679
(0.0008)
0.9678
(0.0009)
0.9669
(0.0006)
0.9659
(0.0008)
0.9658
(0.0020)

SLAbove
0.9652
(1.5281)
0.9728
(0.3391)
0.9528
(1.8229)
0.9510
(2.7082)
0.9487
(3.1148)
0.9347
(0.9164)

W Util.
0.8265
(0.1374)
0.2062
(0.1216)
0.7781
(0.1629)
0.8267
(0.1077)
0.1622
(0.0446)
0.7780
(0.1696)

T Util.
0.1167
(0.0210)
0.5021
(0.2593)
0.1167
(0.0262)
0.4665
(0.0838)
0.4646
(0.0772)
0.4663
(0.0958)

Table 6.13 – Kanban system scenario comparison
Scenario
K10
K12
K14
K16
K6
K8
K13

Metrics
Mean
(St. dev.)
Mean
(St. dev.)
Mean
(St. dev.)
Mean
(St. dev.)
Mean
(St. dev.)
Mean
(St. dev.)
Mean
(St. dev.)

Total Cost
$ 1,898,074
($ 6,316)
$ 1,893,201
($ 6,102)
$ 2,005,972
($ 3,277)
$ 1,998,485
($ 2,881)
$ 1,988,064
($ 4,656)
$ 1,972,703
($ 5,040)
$ 1,711,734
($ 4,995)

AvgSLU
0.9697
(0.0790)
0.9694
(0.0004)
0.9691
(0.0268)
0.9691
(0.0005)
0.9643
(0.1062)
0.9642
(0.0003)
0.9579
(0.0291)

SLAbove
0.8175
(0.0188)
0.8073
(0.1242)
0.8095
(0.0178)
0.8098
(0.0236)
0.7282
(0.0123)
0.7253
(0.0345)
0.8767
(0.0421)

N Util.
0.3079
(0.1250)
0.3089
(0.1278
0.3097
(0.1005
0.3073
(0.0767
0.3206
(0.0952
0.3199
(0.0769
0.4121
(0.1175)

T Util.
0.2065
(0.0904)
0.1994
(0.1045)
0.2189
(0.1498)
0.2106
(0.1155)
0.4081
(0.1056)
0.3958
(0.1254)
0.2242
(0.1329)

Scenario K10 provides an Average service level of 96.97% in care units for a total system
cost of $1.89 million per annum. The comparison among different scenarios gives the decision
maker incremental tradeoffs between performance metrics (refer to Figure 6.7). For example, if
an approximate 1.2% increment of Average service level at care units is worth $0.18 million
investment in hospital inventory and resources, decision maker may choose scenario K10 over
K13. K13 performs exceptionally well among Kanban system scenarios with higher average
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service level and relatively lower total cost. Scenario K13 has higher resources (hospital
workers) which leads to higher resource cost which reduces inventory holding cost to meet unit
demand.
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Figure 6.7 – System level scenario comparison for good solutions
For this research workers were paid based on their utilization in inventory operations,
assuming they will be employed for non-inventory activities in rest of the time. If hospital
workers are paid for full 8 hour shift irrespective of their utilization, the resource cost
calculations are higher. The resource cost are a part of total system cost, hence the total system
cost rises. The calculations are shown in Tables 6.14 and 6.15 with new cost values.
Table 6.14 – (Q, r) system cost when workers paid for 100% utilization
Scenario
Q7
Q4
Q15
Q6
Q16
Q14

Total Cost
$ 2,642,278
$ 2,732,197
$ 2,661,315
$ 2,450,887
$ 2,577,598
$ 2,649,939
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AvgSLU
0.9685
0.9679
0.9678
0.9669
0.9659
0.9658

SLAbove
0.9652
0.9728
0.9528
0.9510
0.9487
0.9347

Table 6.15 – Kanban system cost when workers paid for 100% utilization
Scenario
K10
K12
K14
K16
K6
K8
K13

Total Cost
$ 2,084,892
$ 2,086,947
$ 2,301,383
$ 2,303,162
$ 2,167,145
$ 2,159,920
$ 1,933,804

AvgSLU
0.9697
0.9694
0.9691
0.9691
0.9643
0.9642
0.9579

SLAbove
0.8175
0.8073
0.8095
0.8098
0.7282
0.7253
0.8767
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Figure 6.8 – System level scenario comparison when workers paid for 100% utilization
On analyzing Figures 6.7 and 6.8, each scenario configuration in Figure 6.8 has higher
costs. This increment in cost occurs as workers are being paid assuming 100% utilization. The
research presents results in a way that multiple characteristics of the system can be represented
and simulated through the proposed methodology. For example, if a hospital keeps workers only
in morning shift N3 and N4 may be chosen to be zero. The overall goal is to present a tool which
can be customized and modeled to meet different needs pertaining to different hospital
behaviors. The metrics presented in results are not limiting, a hospital may choose to have a
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different setup, choose different system attributes and will still be able to compare alternate
system configurations in order to make optimal inventory decisions. The research presents
evidence that different system attributes can be incorporated in a simulation model and analyzed
to achieve hospital inventory decisions.
6.9 Discussion
In this section, we discuss the capabilities and limitations of the proposed methodology
demonstrated for this instance of example. The research experimentation (example) demonstrates
that inventory ordering decisions and operational aspects of a hospital supply chain together
provide significant and valuable information in selecting appropriate scenario configuration for
hospital supply chain system.
The sim-heuristic approach is able to establish a relationship between inventory ordering
decisions and operational aspects of hospital supply chain. This interconnection shows impact of
changing operational factors such as review period and number of workers on inventory factors
such as order quantities and reorder points. The simulation model represents the inventory
operations in the hospital. The application of simulation tools such data tables to store inventory
variables provides flexibility to add products within individual care units and central storage to
represent different hospital sizes with the addition of additional rows.
In this research, multiple inventory systems may be incorporated to evaluate alternate
scenario configurations for a hospital supply chain under stochastic demand and lead times. The
system methodology is capable to deliver a set of potentially acceptable solutions rather than
providing a single optimal solution. The system provides tradeoffs between key performance
measures. Additionally, the tradeoffs help in understanding indirect relationship between
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performance metrics such as system resource cost and system inventory cost. The indirect
relationships may be explored further to understand their interdependencies.
The research is able to demonstrate statistical comparison through the multiple means
comparison test (Tukey test) to screen solutions based on the performance metrics. In addition,
we are able to demonstrate monetary benefits/savings through analysis and comparison of
different scenario configurations. For a hospital with different mix of products based on pricing,
the decision maker may choose to apply the same methodology for a particular type of product.
For example, for a low cost product, bulk ordering may be preferred while for an expensive
product one may keep limited supply to achieve same performance in service level and have
lower system costs.
Workers are hospital resources executing inventory operations. They represent the human
effort required for periodic inventory replenishment. Inventory system behavior governs the
inventory operations and extent of human effort required. Incorporation of multiple inventory
systems illustrates the difference in human effort requirements for different systems. Workers
follow a work schedule for day to day operations. The workers may be classified into different
categories based on type of work or work shifts (morning or evening). The workers are assumed
to be always available for inventory operations during the work shifts in their work schedule. In
case workers are classified into different categories, workers are paid according to the type of
tasks performed. A supply chain analyst would be paid differently than a resident nurse.
Depending upon their role and responsibilities, workers are allocated different inventory tasks.
Workers may be paid based on their utilization in completing inventory operations or for the
complete work hours. Including utilization of workers is important to understand human effort
required to perform operations assuming the worker may be utilized for non-inventory supply
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chain operations. Focus on worker utilization highlights worker idle time during the work shifts
for optimal resource management in the hospital.
Limitations
Certain product attributes such as shelf life, product dimensions if considered may lead to
additional research areas including perishable products and hospital space utilization. Research
application on these topics can be interesting as hospitals store multiple products with short shelf
lives. Space considerations may provide insights into area requirement for storing the products.
In addition, there may be infrastructure requirements such as additional rooms for storing
products.
Applying the research methodology on an actual hospital will provide valuable
information about the implementation challenges. There are implementation challenges that
come with each scenario which have not been considered as part of this research. For e.g. if a
scenario suggests having higher holding stock of inventory, infrastructural transformations may
be required to store additional products. For review periods at care units and central storage, the
work may be split equally among all days for equal worker utilization each day. This may lead to
interesting findings about worker utilization. The scope of this research considered Distributor to
End customer (patients) provided care in the care units. Additionally, the scope may be expanded
to include Manufacturer and Distributor for an end to end hospital supply chain.
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7 Conclusion and Future Work
The research focuses on multi-echelon hospital supply chain from a distributor to point-ofuse (patients) for effective and efficient inventory management under stochastic demand and lead
times. The research implements a sim-heuristic approach to determine inventory ordering
decisions and integrate the operational aspects of an inventory system. The study provides a set of
acceptable solutions for different inventory systems to demonstrate tradeoffs between key
performance metrics (Total supply chain cost vs Average unit service level and Percentile of
products above threshold service level). In addition, this study provides a framework where
different inventory systems may be compared to provide useful information to the hospital supply
chain decision maker in choosing optimal scenario configuration.
The information presented through the simulation model incorporates features which
make the model template flexible and adaptable. A small and a medium sized hospital adaptation
is shown through this research. Each inventory system has different behavior and attributes. The
system attributes can be incorporated by modeling different processes and validating them
through graphs and data tables. In addition, different hospitals may apply different performance
measures to be more closely aligned to their system. The system can model new performance
measures or customize existing ones to develop a replica of their system precisely representing
actual system behavior.
The system can benefit the hospital supply chain in accurate tracking of hospital inventory
for products stored in different care units and central storage. Additional benefits are lower supply
chain cost by preventing over stocking and running out of inventory stock. This approach
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provides an efficient system for effective and efficient inventory management across the hospital
to provide optimal ordering decisions and operational decisions.
Future Work
There are several areas recommended for future work. The research employs products but
does not consider product shape or size for space requirements. Space considerations may
provide insights into area requirement for storing the products. In addition, there may be
infrastructure requirements such as additional rooms for storing products.
Additional product attributes such as perishable products, temperature controlled
products and product size may be important aspects to widen the applicability of the proposed
methodology. For review periods at care units and central storage, the work may be split equally
among all days for equal worker utilization each day. This may lead to interesting findings about
worker utilization.
The scope of this research considers distributor to point-of-use (patients) as part of the
hospital supply chain to provide care in the care units. Additionally, the scope may be expanded
to include supplier, manufacturer and distributor inventory attributes for an end to end hospital
supply chain. This research employs two inventory systems – (Q, r) inventory system and
Kanban inventory system. Exploring different inventory systems such as Par level system or two
bin system will test the applicability of proposed methodology for different inventory systems.
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Appendix
The appendix contains additional important information to supplement and support the
facts stated in Section 5 and Section 6. Tables A1 and A2 represent the Unit product table as one
of the data tables employed to store input and output decision variables. Input decision variables
include Average daily demand (Avg. Dem), Demand during Lead time (Dem LT), Safety Stock
(SS), Order Quantity (Q), Emergency stock for Kanban and (Q, r) systems and number of bins for
each product.
State variables are stored in data tables to evaluate output performance measures. Tables
A1 and A2 represent state variables from Inventory On hand (OH), Inventory On-Order (On
Order) to Arrival Time (in hours).
Table A1 – Snapshot of Unit product table (col 1-13)

Table A2 – Snapshot of Unit product table (col 14-29)
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Similar information is stored in Central storage table shown in Tables A3 and A4
respectively. The input decision variables are Average daily demand (Avg. Dem), Demand
during lead time (Demand LT), Safety stock (SS), Order quantity (Q), Emergency stock values
(Estk), and number of bins for each product. The state variables are determined by executing
inventory processes and making calculations.
Table A3 – Snapshot of Central storage table (col 1-17)

Table A4 – Snapshot of Central storage table (col 17-32)

In the next set of Figures, the input data for unit product tables and central storage tables
are presented for the medium to large scale hospital. The Tables A5 through A10 represent
product information in each unit along with additional input information. The input data has been
employed to run simulation model and determine output performance measures.
In Tables A11 and A12 the input variables are represented for central storage table.
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Tables A5 – Input data for Unit product combinations (1-34)

Tables A6 – Input data for Unit product combinations (34-68)
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Table A7 – Input data for Unit product combinations (69-102)

Table A8 – Input data for Unit product combinations (103-136)
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Table A9 – Input data for Unit product combinations (137-170)

Table A10 – Input data for Unit product combinations (171-200)
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Table A11 – Input data for Central storage (products 1-25)

Table A12 – Input data for Central storage (products 26-50)
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Data tables are used to store data for unit and central storage. Unit table, Central storage
(CS) table and Unit-Product table store inputs and variables evaluated during the simulation run.
Unit table has Units as ‘Primary key’, while CS table has products as primary key. Utilizing
primary key of both tables, a relational table is created (Unit-Product) using ‘Foreign key’
property.
Simio creates tokens for every row found after search step. Tokens may undergo different
process steps such as assign, create etc. and evaluate variables in each row of Unit-Product table
during the simulation run.
Table A13:Table for Mathematical Notations
Notation
D
D+
DD-max
βU
IUOH/ ICSOH
IUO/ ICSO
IUIP/ ICSIP
rU/rCS
γ
QU/QCS
T
MQ
MP
Pi

Notation Meaning
Daily Demand for unit
Total Demand met by a unit
Total demand not met by a unit
Maximum demand not met in a day
Service level at care unit
Inventory on hand at care unit/central storage
Inventory on order at care unit/central storage
Inventory position at care unit/central storage
Reorder point at care unit/Reorder point at central storage
Quantity picked from central storage for care unit
Order quantity for each product in unit/central storage
Total quantity picked from central storage
Order quantity for each order entity
Product number for each model entity
Product number based on index ‘i’

The following processes are used to execute the product demand and replenishment processes.
Periodic Demand Processes: Generates unit demands at user specified time increments.
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Search – Unit Product Table


Create a token for each row in Unit Product Table

Assign – Satisfy Unit Demand


D  Sample demand from distribution



D+ D+ + Min(IUOH, D)



D-D- + Max(0, D – IUOH)



D-max  Max(D-max, D – IUOH)

Assign – Determine Service Level (β) and Inventory Position


βU = D+/(D+ + D-)



IUOH  IUOH – D



IUIP  IUOH + IUO

Unit Inventory Evaluation: Determine which products within each unit require an order to be
placed.

Search – Unit Product Table


Create a token for each row in Unit Product Table if IUIP < rU

Assign – Quantity to be picked from central storage (γ) and update products on order


γ = QU



IUO = IUO + γ



IUIP = IUO + IUOH

Create – Unit Order entity representing orders from each unit
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Assign – Assign unit number to each order entity
Transfer – Transfer entity to the output node of Unit Inv. Evaluation.
Order Fulfillment at Central Storage: Determines order quantities picked at central storage to fill
unit orders.

Search – Unit Product Table


Create a token for each row in Unit Product Table, if γ > 0

Decide – Condition (ICSOH >= γ)
Assign – Complete demand satisfied by CS, Inventory update


TT+γ



ICSOH  Max(0, ICSOH – γ)



ICSIP = ICSO + ICSOH

Decide – Condition (ICSOH >0)
Assign – Partial demand satisfied by CS, Inventory update


IUO  IUO - γ



γ  Min (γ, ICSOH)



ICSOH  Max (0, ICSOH – γ)



IUO  IUO + γ



ICSIP = ICSO + ICSOH



IUIP = IUO + IUOH

Assign – No Picking from CS
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IUO  IUO - γ



γ=0



IUO  IUO + γ



IUIP = IUO + IUOH

Order Replenishment at Units: Updates inventory levels at units when inventory is replenished.

Search – Unit Product Table


Create a token for each row in Unit Product Table, if γ > 0

Assign – Unit Inventory Update


IUO  Max(0, IUO – γ)



IUOH  Max(0, IUO – γ)



IUIP  IUO + IUOH

Central Storage Inventory Evaluation: Determines which products in central storage require an
order to be placed with the distributor.

Search – Central Storage Table


Create a token for each row in Central Storage Table
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Assign – CS Inventory position


ICSIP = ICSO + ICSOH

Decide – CS condition to place orders


ICSIP < rCS

Assign – Order information


ICSO  ICSO + QCS



ICSIP = ICSO + ICSOH

Create – Order Entity for Central Storage
Assign – Product information for Order Entity


MQ = QCS



MP = Pi (‘i’ = 1…50)

Transfer – Transfer entity to output node of CS Inv. Evaluation
Central Storage Inventory Update: Determines new inventorylevels upon receiving orders from
distributor.

Search – Central Storage Table


Create a token for each row in Central Storage Table if MP = Pi (‘i’ = 1…Table length)

Assign – CS Inventory Update


ICSOH  ICSOH + MQ



ICSO  ICSO - QCS



ICSIP = ICSO + ICSOH
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